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► MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

FOUR BIG WINS!

Dr. Samuel W. Galstan
What a great couple of months the VDA
has had! Our new Executive Director,
Ryan Dunn, hit the ground running this
year, and he is really moving the ball
forward for the VDA. He continues to meet
with staff, vendors, shareholders and
stakeholders, figuring out how the VDA
works and to fine tune this operation and
to work on implementing strategies to best
position the VDA and our members. The
VDA Team, our Board of Directors, and our
component leaders and support teams are
doing great things as well. We are working
towards four big wins this quarter, and
would like for you to know about them:
► VDA PETITION TO DMAS TO
BE COMPLIANT WITH LAW AND
IMPLEMENT A MEDICAID DEFERRED
COMPENSATION PLAN FOR DENTISTS
In an effort to encourage Virginia dentists
to continue participating in the Smiles
for Children Program (Dental Medicaid),
legislation was introduced and passed
at the VDA’s request during the 2014
legislative session (HB147/SB412). This
measure required the implementation
of a deferred compensation plan, which
would allow dental providers to defer a
portion of their Medicaid reimbursement
into a Virginia Retirement System (VRS)
account.
The legislation had no opposition
during the legislative process. The VDA
leadership worked for many months prior
to the 2014 session with VRS and other
stakeholders to ensure the implementation
of the plan would be successful. In the
end there was not a single negative vote
cast against the measure in the House of
Delegates or Senate of Virginia as both
bills were signed into law with an effective
date of January 1, 2015. Since that time

the Department of Medical Assistance
Services (DMAS) has ignored the law and
to our knowledge not made any effort to
implement this plan. Therefore, the VDA
has decided to submit a petition to DMAS
prior to the law sunsetting on January 1,
2020.
Learn more about the petition
on page 29.
Thank you to Ryan and the VDA Team
for getting the petition together and for
providing the background information, as
well as to Drs. Cindy Southern and Roger
Palmer for helping to move this forward.
► SILENT PPO LEGISLATION TO
ENSURE TRANSPARENCY AND
FAIRNESS IN DENTAL CONTRACTS (HB
1682, PATRON: LEE WARE).
Thanks to the groundwork started before
the General Assembly this bill sailed
through both houses without any "No"
votes. Now signed by the Governor, the
law will become effective on July 1, 2019.
This legislation will achieve national
attention, and has been in the works for
several years. Great job VDA!
► VDA'S NEW DENTAL BENEFITS
EXPERT, MR. TOM BRIDENSTINE.
Tom comes to us with almost 30 years
of insurance experience with the Virginia
Bureau of Insurance, and brings with him
a wealth of knowledge and expertise.
Tom has already been helping members
solve their insurance issues, and we are
preparing to video him in a series of best
practices, answering frequently asked
questions, etc. Stay tuned for the official
roll out of our Dental Benefits Expert
program. This will be an amazing benefit
for members.

► VDA CE ONLINE
We have purchased an online CE platform
and are preparing to go live this year,
bringing members what they have been
asking for, a no cost CE option that can be
accessed at their convenience.
► A FEW OTHER POINTS…
We've been making great progress with
our Non-Renew Task Force. We had nearly
50 new dentists at our 4th Annual New
Dentist conference in Williamsburg in early
March. Past VDA/ADA President Dr. Ron
Tankersley gave an incredible talk on the
history of the ADA and the importance of
Ethics. This was archived on video and will
soon be available. Our presenters spoke
on practice management, endodontics,
and periodontics.
As you know, B&B Insurance Associates
recently closed, and the VDSC has signed
an endorsement agreement with RK
Tongue, Co, Inc. that will go into effect April
15, 2019. B&B and RK Tongue are already
working together to make the transition
nearly seamless for clients.
The ADA is supporting legislation to amend
the McCarran-Ferguson Act. In February,
Sen. Steve Daines (R-MT) and Sen.
Patrick Leahy (D-VT), Rep. Peter Defazio
(D-OR) and Rep. Paul Gosar (R-AZ)
introduced Senate and House versions
of the “Competitive Health Insurance
Reform Act”, a bill that would repeal the
McCarran-Ferguson antitrust exemption
for the “business of health insurance.”
This bipartisan and bicameral introduction
would not have been possible without
the grassroots advocacy efforts of ADA
members. With your help, after years
of working on this issue, the Senate and
House have bipartisan versions of a bill
that will benefit our profession and our
► Continued on page 8 - Wins
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► TRUSTEE'S CORNER

DIY DENTISTRY?

Dr. Kirk Norbo, ADA 16th District Trustee
Do-it-yourself dentistry continues to gain
attention from the ADA Board of Trustees
as Smile Direct Club products continue to
be pushed in CVS pharmacies. As many of
you know, the ADA entered into a contract
with CVS last year that focused on having
ADA Seal of Accepted products receiving
high profile displays in their stores. CVS
has agreed to place ADA Seal products on
their oral health care aisles in conspicuous
locations. Since this agreement was
signed, CVS has decided to pilot Smile
Direct Club kits in a select number of their
stores and so far these kits have not been
selling very well.
CVS is fully aware of ADA policy that
discourages the use of DIY dental products
and the ADA has requested that CVS place
the Smile Direct Club kits in an area of the
store that does not compete with traditional
oral health care products. These kits are
therefore located on the beauty aid aisle.
Since these DIY orthodontic kits have
been poor sellers, Smile Direct has
elected to place scanning technicians in
the stores to engage prospective buyers
and help improve sales. To be clear, these
technicians are Smile Direct employees
and are not on CVS payrolls. Obviously,
this step has drawn more attention to
the ADA/CVS contract and lead some
members to question ADA leadership’s
decision to continue the partnership with
CVS. In the Board of Trustees’ opinion,
the benefits of this contract outweigh the
negative fallout of the Smile Direct Club
products being housed in CVS stores.
Maintaining this ADA/CVS contract will
give our association a platform to continue
educating the public about the importance
of selecting well-vetted oral health care
products. Since the relationship with CVS
has begun, we have also seen an uptick in
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the number of companies seeking the ADA
Seal approval for their products. This trend
is beneficial not only to the ADA but more
importantly to the public who will find more
products available that have gone through
the rigorous ADA Seal approval process.
In addition, we will be able to point out the
pitfalls associated with DIY products that
are inherent when professional expertise is
left out of the treatment of dental disease
or cosmetics.
Our profession has done a great job
delivering care to the public in using more
efficient techniques while minimizing
discomfort. The downside of these
improvements in the delivery of dental
care is that we have made much of what
we do seem TOO simple. Hence, there
has been the emergence of DIY whitening
products and orthodontic aligners. So, the
big question is, what is the next frontier
for DIY dentistry? Many of us have seen
the results of dental treatment done by
the public and not been supervised by
a licensed dentist. At what point does
DIY dentistry cross the line of practicing
dentistry without a license? Will CVS
customers be able to have a scanning
technician make removable prosthetic
appliances with the help of a denturist,
thereby circumventing licensed dentists?
This may be far-fetched but if we can think
it, it might just happen. The emergence of
the DIY market is concerning and should
be a wake-up call to each of us that what
we do isn’t as easy as it looks! So what
would be a reasonable plan of action for
organized dentistry to pursue to ensure
the protection of the public as well as
our profession? A first step would be to
take a look at current legislation and see
if changes are warranted to “tighten up”
areas where licensed dentists have been
inadvertently left out of certain aspects

of the dental care delivery system. This
move would have the potential to ward off
future DIY products that could jeopardize
the health of the public. All of us should
be mindful of the pressures from outside
groups that are seeking to make dental
care a commodity, and our profession a
trade-based career. We became dentists
to be part of a well-respected profession
that requires extensive education and is
based on a solid foundation of scientific
data. Secondly, it is up to us to preserve
our profession by educating our patients
and communities about the value of oral
health and what we do to make it a reality.
I can assure you that ADA leadership is
working hard to maintain our professional
status and it is our collective responsibility
to protect this great profession!

► MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR

FIREWALL
Dr. Richard F. Roadcap

For my entire career, the insurance
industry has been the archenemy of our
profession. Since 1945 insurers have
enjoyed an exemption to antitrust laws
unlike any other industry or business.
Following a 1944 US Supreme Court
decision that said insurance companies
were engaged in interstate commerce,
and thereby subject to federal antitrust
laws, Congress acted quickly and passed
legislation introduced by Senators Pat
McCarran of Nevada and Homer Ferguson
of Michigan. The McCarran-Ferguson act
exempts the business of insurance from
most federal regulation, to include antitrust
laws to a limited extent. Ostensibly, the
legislation was promoted as a way to
continue states’ regulation of insurance
companies. McCarran-Ferguson does not
preclude state regulation, but also does not
require it. If a state merely has the ability
to regulate insurance, but chooses not to
do so, the parameters of the 1945 federal
legislation are met.1
What has this meant to practicing
dentists? In brief, insurance carriers can
collectively determine fees and premiums,
and exchange data on payouts and claim
history. If dentists were to discuss fees and
reimbursements in any group setting, it’s
considered a violation of federal antitrust
law. It’s not hard to imagine who has the
upper hand in this scenario. For nearly 75
years McCarran-Ferguson has survived
numerous attempts at repeal, replacement,
or modification, to the delight of thirdparty payers. For example, as recently as
2017, the US House of Representatives
passed HR 372 (introduced by Rep. Paul
Gosar, an ADA member from Arizona)
by a vote of 416-7. The bill sought to
repeal the antitrust exemption for health
insurers, leaving other exemptions in
1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
McCarran%E2%80%93Ferguson_Act

place.2 Despite overwhelming approval in
the House, the bill failed to advance in the
Senate.
Dental insurance companies have taken
full advantage of the firewall McCarranFerguson creates between themselves
and dental patients. The list of abuses is
endless: denials for no reason; repeated
requests for documentation; libelous letters
to our patients stating we overcharge,
perform unnecessary procedures, and
practice outside the norms for dentists
in our community; demands (perhaps
illegal) for postoperative radiographs that
prove a procedure has been completed;
and “disallowed” procedures which forbid
us to charge a patient for a procedure
the carrier has denied. I’m sure each
of us can cite multiple examples of
egregious interference in the doctor-patient
relationship.
The senators from Nevada and Michigan
probably never envisioned such overreach
on the part of health insurers when they
proposed their legislation in 1945. But
the pattern of abuse that the law has
spawned requires the dental profession
to initiate both legislation and regulatory
reform to protect doctors and the patients
they serve. In the early 2000s dental
insurers, not being content to set fees
for covered procedures, expanded their
reach and began to tell dentists what they
could charge for “non-covered” services.
For example, tooth whitening and dental
implants, procedures not covered by most
plans, were now fixed at a reimbursement
level barely covering laboratory costs.
Although the plans made no payments for
non-covered services, this new wrinkle
was promoted as a benefit to employers
and patients. The VDA, and many other
state associations, sought legislation
to curb this practice, and in 2010 was
2
https://www.iamagazine.com/
news/read/2017/03/23/house-passesmccarran-ferguson-repeal-bill

successful when both the Virginia House
and Senate passed the bill by veto-proof
margins.3 (The insurance industry asked
Governor Bob McDonnell to veto the
legislation, which he declined to do.)
Still smarting from defeat in the state
legislature, soon afterwards insurers
applied the “5% solution” in an attempt to
skirt the prohibition on setting fees for noncovered services. Carriers could determine
a fee by merely listing a procedure as
covered at some nominal figure, such a
5% or 3%. This in turn required another
(successful) legislative effort on the part of
the VDA to outlaw this practice. However,
if a plan is “self-funded” and the insurance
company only acts as administrator,
this tactic cannot be prohibited. Just
this year VDA members convened at
the Pocahontas Building to urge their
legislators to ban the use of “silent
PPOs” whereby plan participants could
be assigned to another insurance carrier
without their, or their doctor’s, knowledge.
House Bill 1682 passed both houses of the
legislature unanimously. Now signed by
the Governor, the law will become effective
on July 1, 2019. 4
I hope I’m not alone in seeing a pattern
here. The insurance industry, indemnified
by the McCarran-Ferguson Act, engages
in anticompetitive behavior and dares us
to have it declared unlawful. One can only
imagine what their next salvo will be. Again
this year, with Rep. Gosar as one of the
sponsors, bipartisan legislation (HR 1418,
S 350)has been introduced in Congress
to repeal the antitrust exemption for health
care insurance. As ADA President, Dr.
Jeffrey M. Cole, states “It is unthinkable
that the health insurance industry has
been permitted to avoid accountability
for so long under the laws and standards
3
https://www.drbicuspid.com/
index.aspx?sec=sup&sub=pmt&pag=di
s&ItemID=303905
4
https://www.vadental.org/advocacy/virginia-general-assembly
► Continued on page 11 - Firewall
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VSOMS Meeting
04.05,19

CE Bites
May 17

Virginia
Sept.

Meeting
25th

VCU Senior
DIn
April 22n ner
d

Start planning!
The VDA offers a wealth of informative, inspiring events that
can make a difference in your career. Whether it’s building your
referral network or troubleshooting challenges with peers, we
have an event to help you.
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Visit vadental.com/events
for a list of upcoming events
in your area and around the
Commonwealth.

► LETTER TO THE EDITOR

AN OSHA INSPECTION
Dr. Henry Botuck

To most dentists, OSHA is portrayed as
the cop behind the billboard who is just
waiting to entrap motorists. That is really
a mischaracterization of OSHA’s role. Its
mission is to prevent workplace injuries
and health problems, a desire that I am
sure we all share. But, if you are indifferent
to those goals or lax about enforcing
OSHA regulations, you do so at your peril.
Besides bad publicity and potential
lawsuits by an injured person, willful
violations (intentionally and knowingly
committing a violation) in which someone
has a major injury (death, dismemberment,
blindness) has penalties up to $129,336
for each violation. Serious violations (the
employer knew, or should have known,
that serious physical harm could result)
have penalties of from $600-$12,471
each. Some examples might be: improper
handling of sharps; not transporting
instruments in closed containers; failure
to provide hepatitis B vaccinations at no
cost to employees; not having an OSHA
compliant eyewash station (water to both
eyes in one second, and with one motion);
not providing long sleeve gowns that are
closed at the neck; overloading of electrical
circuits; stringing electrical cords under
carpets; not chaining oxygen and/or nitrous
oxide tanks to the wall.
The top three citations for dental offices
in the past few years were: Respiratory
Protection Standards ($1,400 average
fine); Bloodborne Pathogen Standards
($1,145 average fine); Hazard
Communication Standards ($518 average
fine). Fines go up each year in step with
inflation.
So, which offices does OSHA choose to
inspect? If someone in the office has had
a serious injury requiring hospitalization,
that could trigger an inspection. But, most
probably it will be because of a complaint
from an employee or former employee.
Please note: if an employee points out a
possible safety or health issue, you had

better not ignore it. You may not think it
important or feel that it is overkill, but an
OSHA inspector may think otherwise.
Investigate it thoroughly, seek guidance
(you can even call OSHA), and make
changes as necessary.
Be sure to always maintain up-to-date
written safety compliance documents.
Any generic documents that you get
from another source must be customized
to your particular practice. You must
also provide annual OSHA compliance
training. Unfortunately, I don’t see
many opportunities to get that annual
training locally. But, the ADA has an
OSHA Compliance Kit that will fulfill
the requirement. The cost includes an
additional three years of updates. Visit
ADAcatalog.org or call 800-947-4746.
You can use the kit to give the training
in your own office for you and your staff.
You might even invite another office and
share the expense. If there are things that
are unclear to you while using this kit,
call the ADA and staff can help you. Just
remember that the course must be given
during regular office hours and the staff
must be paid for the training time.
You want to make sure that new
employees are trained about OSHA
requirements and infection control
requirements as soon as they come
onboard. Do not wait for the annual
update. That includes new dentist
employees! Do not take for granted
that this new hire, despite “years of
experience”, is well versed in these two
important areas. If you have the ADA kit
in the office this should not be a problem
as far as OSHA is concerned. If you
have an Infection Control Coordinator,
that person can make sure that the new
person is conversant with the way your
office implements infection control. Just
as important is to have an Infection
Prevention Manual in which you have
written, step by step, how to clean a room,
how to process dirty instruments, etc. This

will assure that even temporary employees
know how to do it properly.
Make sure that you stay up to date on
these issues. If you get cited for lapses
in either infection control or OSHA
regulations, and this gets out to your
patients, it could severely harm your
reputation. Do you eat at restaurants that
are cited by the health department for
unclean practices?
If you have an OSHA inspection and you
are cited, you have three options: you can
just accept the citation, correct whatever
deficiencies that were pointed out, and pay
the fine; or, have an informal conference
(which I would suggest) at which time
you might get a better explanation of the
violations, and try to convince the OSHA
representative that the fine(s) should be
reduced. You can also contest the citations
in writing within fifteen days of the final
order. (Good luck with that!)
Virginia is one of twenty-four states that
have developed its own job safety and
health plan (VOSH). It was approved by
OSHA and deemed at least as effective
as Federal OSHA. It is part of the
Virginia Department of Labor. VOSH has
a program that is billed as an “on-site
consultation”. This is a visit by VOSH that
is requested by you. Yes, requested by
you! You read it correctly. Why would you
consider such a thing? Because there are
no penalties for whatever deficiencies are
found. And, there is no cost to you. But, of
course, you must correct any deficiencies.
Go to the Virginia Department of Labor
website for a telephone number and
speak to someone about the details of this
program.
I sincerely hope that the motivation for
adhering to OSHA (VOSH) regulations is
not the potential fines, but the desire to
protect the health and welfare of you, your
staff, and your patients. But, either way…..
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► LETTER TO THE EDITOR

TIME TO THINK...AND CHANGE
Dr. Marvin E. Pizer*

After many years of debate, and friction
between the medical and dental professions in hospitals, military, teaching
institutions, and of course, local and state
health departments, etc. (1), I can foresee
this nightmare occurring in my profession
and my specialty of oral and maxillofacial
surgery (OMS).
As of now there are two available programs which results in qualified OMSs.
The total maximum number of years is six
(6), with a minimum of a four (4) year accredited residency. The six-year program
terminates with an M.D. degree. The
four-year resident receives a certificate
certifying four years of approved ADA OMS
residency. I see two programs leading to
one group becoming competent physician
(M.D.) OMSs and the other competent
dentists doing OMS. (2)
In the past I have proposed the dual degree as the best approach to OMS by the
advantages the M.D. has for the specialty.
Then again, making the specialty more
united and formidable, all OMSs should

have the same education. Now with too
much time to think and reflect, my mind
recalls the medical-dental issues which
were debated in hospitals and almost any
health facility in which physicians and dentists were competing. Usually the medical
people got the last word. We don’t need
this confrontation in this dental specialty.
(3)
To prevent or avoid this inter-professional
confrontation, I would change the M.D. degree after the six-year program to a Ph.D.
or Dr. of OMS. Maybe fewer residents
in the six-year program! These highlytrained six-year surgeons with a Ph.D. can
easily enter medical school and receive
their M.D. in less than two years in most
instances.
As of about 2018, 50% of the OMS graduates were in the six-year program. If the
six-year OMS program is changed as I
suggest, the ratio between the two programs may not change. I am betting on
the four-year residency! (4)

References
1. Irby WB. Oral and Maxillofacial
Surgery (5th ed.) Archer WH: A
History of the Development of
Oral Surgery in the US; W.B.
Saunders. 1975; Chapter 1
2. Pizer ME; ADA News 2009;
“Future of OMS?”
3. Pizer ME; Virginia Dent J. 2010 “A
specialty divided”
4. Pizer ME, Virginia Dent J. 2014 “A
specialty on the move”
*Formerly:
•
Clinical Professor of Oral and
Maxillofacial Surgery, Virginia
Commonwealth University,
Richmond
•
Professor of Research; Adjunct
Professor of Medical Physiology;
Chair-Premedical advisory
committee; Director, Professional
Health Program, The American
University, Washington, DC
•
Emeritus Staff, Alexandria
Hospital, Alexandria, Virginia

► Continued from page 3 - Wins
patients nationwide. Take action today
and ask your Senator to help advance
S. 350 and your Representative to help
advance H.R. 1418. Repeal of the
McCarran-Ferguson antitrust exemption
would empower federal agencies like the
Federal Trade Commission and the U.S.
Department of Justice to enforce the full
range of federal antitrust laws against
health insurance companies engaged in
anticompetitive conduct. When health
insurance companies are permitted to
disregard antitrust principles, prices for
patients can go up, coverage can go down,
and reimbursement rates don’t always
keep up with costs (copied from ADA
Legislative Action Center).
This year has been a tumultuous year for
Virginia politics. With that in mind, now
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has never been a better time to support
VDA PAC as well as any challenge
fundraising receptions are in your area.
As it becomes increasingly expensive for
legislators to run for office, we need the
VDA PAC to be stronger than ever and in
solid position to help candidates across
the Commonwealth. You may not be
aware, but folks who would like to bring
mid-levels into our state as well as tell us
how to practice dentistry regularly track the
progress of the VDA PAC. Consequently,
these groups know they would have a fight
on their hands should they target Virginia;
therefore, give your treasure as you are
able, and keep the PAC’s balance sheet
growing! The future of our profession and
the quality of care for our patients depends
on it.

We continue to point out the values of VDA
membership, and to encourage retention
of our existing members and recruitment of
new members. Together we are stronger.
Thank you for allowing me the honor and
privilege to serve as your VDA President
this year.
I am humbled by the greatness of our
organization and am constantly impressed
with our members, and will continue to
work diligently for our continued success.
I also thank my wife Dr. Sharone Ward,
family and office team who allow me to
serve you.

TWO NEW ENDORSEMENTS

Elise Rupinski, VDA Director of Marketing and Programs

► RK TONGUE, CO., INC.
FOR INSURANCE SERVICES
EFFECTIVE APRIL 15, 2019
The Virginia Dental Services Corporation
(VDSC) Board of Directors is pleased to
announce that effective April 15, 2019, RK
Tongue, Co. Inc., a family-owned, multigeneration insurance agency based in Baltimore, Maryland will become the endorsed
insurance agency for VDA members. For
the past 19 years, the VDSC has recommended B&B Insurance Associates, Inc. of
Burke, Virginia. Over that time, the B&B
team has served and guided VDA members with their insurance needs. Recently,
the agency leadership made the difficult
decision to close B&B this spring. Upon
learning about the impending closure, the
VDSC Board began a thorough review of
respected insurance agencies to succeed
B&B Insurance as the VDSC endorsed
insurance agency.
Importantly, VDA members that are current
clients of B&B do not have to worry about
any impact on their current insurance
policies with the eventual closing of the
agency. Dr. Stephen Radcliffe, President
of the VDSC Board of Directors, commented on the transition by saying “Ensuring
a smooth experience for VDA members

throughout this process is the VDSC’s
highest priority at this time.” The teams at
RK Tongue and B&B are already working
together to make the eventual transition
nearly seamless for clients.
“In RK Tongue, Co., Inc., the VDSC
has found a partner with a very strong
presence in Virginia, and notably within
the dental profession. The Board was
impressed with RK Tongue’s breadth of experience and their commitment to serving
VDA members throughout this transition
and in the long-term. I have complete confidence in their ability to provide excellent
customer service and insurance expertise to all members,” noted Dr. Radcliffe.
With over 1,000 dental clients already in
Virginia, RK Tongue and their team of dedicated professionals are looking forward to
working with even more members of the
Virginia Dental Association and providing
the excellent customer service that their
clients have enjoyed since the agency’s
founding in 1911.

Association, RK Tongue has demonstrated
a strong commitment to supporting organized dentistry and they have developed
expertise in the unique insurance needs of
dental professionals. Ed Gerner, President
at RK Tongue commented, “We are honored that the VDSC chose to recommend
our agency, we appreciate and respect the
great responsibility that comes with this
endorsement. We have a long history of
serving dentists in Virginia and we look
forward to building on that experience to
serve the members of the VDA.”
VDA members are welcome to contact
either B&B (877-832-9113) or RK Tongue
(800-638-6353) at any time during the transition to discuss current policies, review
coverage or receive a quote for a new
policy.
Together, VDA Services/VDSC and RK
Tongue are looking forward to providing
an excellent long-term benefit for our VDA
Members.

With endorsements from both the DC
Dental Society and Maryland State Dental

► DRNA
FOR AMALGAM SEPARATORS
Dental Recycling North American (DRNA)
is pleased to announce that it was
selected by VDA Services as an endorsed
vendor for amalgam separators and
amalgam recycling for members of the
Virginia Dental Association. DRNA is a
complete 360-degree solution for amalgam
separators and waste management. The

new Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) rule requires dental practices to
install amalgam separators and recycle
the waste annually by July of 2020.
While the EPA rule makes installing an
amalgam separator mandatory, paying for
one is most definitely not! As a benefit of
membership, the VDA has arranged for

its members to receive a FREE DRNA
amalgam separator with a 3 or 5-year
service agreement.1 This represents a
savings of $850 for being a member of the
VDA!2
DRNA CEO Marc Sussman stated “We
are so pleased to have been selected as
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a VDA Services endorsed vendor. We
see this as a great opportunity to work
with an outstanding organization to give
its members the best value for amalgam
separators and amalgam recycling
services. With our joint program, VDA
members will be in full compliance with the
EPA regulation, and will save significant
dollars. The savings will allow members to
reduce their overhead and use the money
for other important purposes. We are
looking forward to a great and productive
relationship with VDA Services.”
In addition, when VDA members sign
up with DRNA, their annual recycling
fee will be locked in for 3 or 5 years.
As part of the DRNA’s annual services
contract, VDA members will receive their
Annual Replacement Kit automatically
that includes a replacement canister, ondemand pick-up of existing canister, prepaid shipping, recycling and all compliance
documentation. VDA members will find that
not only are their annual recycling costs
more economical than the competition,
but DRNA is the only vendor willing to lock
in their already low recycling costs for the
years to come. With DRNA, you are not
only getting a FREE amalgam separator,
you are also assured of no price increases
on the annual recycling and you will not
receive your first bill until one year after
installation.

If you already have an amalgam separator,
DRNA provides special pricing for VDA
members when replacing your Hg5®3
amalgam recycling cartridge with DRNA’s
generic cartridge. The DRNA amalgam
cartridge works with your dental office’s
dental amalgam recycling unit at a fraction
of the price of the brand-name cartridges,
and has been successfully tested to ISO
11143 standard and certified by NSF
International.
DRNA’s price for VDA members is $210
for its replacement amalgam recycling
cartridge, recycling included – over
a 40% savings from the brand name
cartridge sold by a major dental dealer4.
As an added bonus, buy two replacement
cartridges and only pay $195 for each
cartridge.
To learn about all the details and to
take advantage of the FREE amalgam
separator or generic cartridge offer, please
visit the VDA member page at www.drna.
com/vda or call 800-360-1001 ext. 2.
About DRNA
Dental Recycling North America (DRNA) is
a leader in the dental amalgam recycling
market, helping to keep tons of harmful
mercury from entering the environment
each year. DRNA sells amalgam
separators, waste disposal products and
recycling services directly to dental offices

in the U.S. It has a broad presence in the
public and education sectors of the market
and is the preferred choice of many private
practices. The company, founded in 1998,
is headquartered in New York City. To
learn about the special benefits offered to
members of the VDA, please visit
www.drna.com/vda.
_____
1 Receive a free unit when you sign a
3- or 5-year recycling agreement at $500/
year for the BU10-5 and $750/year for the
BU10-30, inclusive of all costs.
2 Retail price of the unit has, from time to
time, been less because of promotions.
3 Solmetex® and Hg5® are registered
trademarks of Solmetex, Inc. DRNA is not
affiliated with or sponsored or endorsed by
Solmetex, Inc.
4 40% office price comparison based
on price listed for the Solmetex® Hg5®
amalgam recycling cartridges in the online
Benco Dental catalog, February 2019.
Editor's Note: VDA Services is a service
mark of the Virginia Dental Association.
VDA Services is a program brought
to you by the Virginia Dental Services
Corporation, a for-profit subsidiary of the
Virginia Dental Association.
► See related article on pg. 13.
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► COALITION MESSAGE

FLUORIDATION...

HOW YOU CAN PROTECT VIRGINIA'S WATER
Sarah Bedard Holland; Chief Executive Officer, Virginia Oral Health Coalition
Water fluoridation is one of the most
important public health success stories
of our time. According to the ADA1,
fluoridated drinking water can reduce
tooth decay by as much as 25 percent in
children and adults, and the practice can
save communities money – according to
the CDC2 for every $1 invested in water
fluoridation, communities save $32 in
avoidable dental care costs.

The Virginia Oral Health Coalition
(VaOHC) joins the VDA, the Virginia Dental
Hygienists’ Association (VDHA), and the
Virginia Department of Health (VDH) to
ensure community water systems across
the commonwealth are delivering safe,
trusted, and accessible fluoridated water to
all Virginians.

Virginia began fluoridating community
water systems nearly 75 years ago. Today,
96 percent of Virginians3 can access
fluoridated, public water; however, we
can’t rest on this success - anti-fluoridation
activists are gaining steam, sharing
inaccurate information and promoting
conspiracy theories to encourage the
removal of fluoride from public water
systems across the country and in Virginia.
While other fluoride sources are important
for protecting teeth, like fluoride varnish
and fluoride toothpaste, they may not be
as readily accessible to all Virginians and
offer only topical protection.

Your knowledge and leadership are vital to
our collective efforts; you play a key role in
educating your community about the safety
and effectiveness of fluoridated water. In
response to local decisions that threaten
to eliminate or prevent water fluoridation
programs, VaOHC, the VDA, the VDHA,
and the VDH have also organized a rapid
response team of dental professionals and
other key allies across the state. I hope
you will lend your expertise to this effort
and consider joining the community water
fluoridation rapid response team4 today.

1
https://www.ada.org/~/media/
ADA/Public%20Programs/Files/Fluoridation_FAQs.pdf?la=en
2
https://www.cdc.gov/fluoridation/statistics/cost.htm
3
https://www.cdc.gov/fluoridation/statistics/2014stats.htm

Your role in protecting water fluoridation

As a member of the community water
fluoridation rapid response team, you will
serve as a water fluoridation advocate to
dispute misconceptions and share factual,
science-based information with local
elected officials and community members.
4
https://www.vaoralhealth.org/
community-resources/community-water-fluoridation/cwf-rapid-response/

When a threat to water fluoridation is
identified, members of the rapid response
team in that area are notified and provided
with the talking points and materials
they need to educate local officials and
community members to maintain water
fluoridation.
If you are interested in learning more
about community water fluoridation,
VaOHC is coordinating a webinar to share
information and resources. The webinar
will feature VDA and VaOHC board
member Dr. Frank Iuorno and Jeanette
Bowman, Community Water Fluoridation
Coordinator at the Virginia Department of
Health. Stay tuned through vaoralhealth.
org for more information on the webinar,
and to join the community water
fluoridation rapid response team.

► Continued from page 5 - Firewall
that govern other aspects of American
business.”5 Apologists for the insurance
industry say repeal will do little to reduce
health care costs and will wreak havoc
on the marketplace. Their spokespersons
even go so far as to say this repeal effort
is nothing more than a backdoor attempt
to undermine the Affordable Care Act.
5
https://www.ada.org/en/publications/ada-news/2019-archive/march/
bipartisan-legislation-to-amend-mccarran-ferguson-act-introduced-in-house

Patients and their doctors have suffered
for almost seventy-five years. Relief is long
overdue.
The language of the McCarran-Ferguson
Act explicitly prohibits “…coercion and
intimidation.” If you’ve never felt coerced
or intimidated by an insurance company,
please write me. Lest there be litigation, I’d
like to say that the views expressed herein
are my own, and not those of the VDA or
the American Dental Association. And, I

would never suggest that another dentist
not participate in any or all insurance
plans. Both I and my fellow dentists don’t
enjoy the exemption to antitrust laws
possessed by health care insurers.
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Why MedPro?
• Dental Advisory Board: National dental leaders influence every area of our business.
• Pure Consent to Settle: At MedPro no case will ever be settled without your approval.
• Policy Options: Coverage types include Occurrence, Claims-made, and Convert to Occurrence® coverage options.
• Value: Risk management discounts available.
• Strength: The #1 dental malpractice insurance carrier.
Take advantage of our unique coverage options and competitive pricing today.
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A.M. Best rating as of 7/11/2018. Total number of malpractice claims managed — MedPro Group internal data. All other claims data — internal data (2012-2016). MedPro Group is the
marketing name used to refer to the insurance operations of The Medical Protective Company, Princeton Insurance Company, PLICO, Inc. and MedPro RRG Risk Retention Group. All insurance
products are administered by MedPro Group and underwritten by these and other Berkshire Hathaway affiliates, including National Fire & Marine Insurance Company. Product availability is
based upon business and regulatory approval and may differ among companies. Visit medpro.com/affiliates for more information. ©2019 MedPro Group Inc. All Rights Reserved.
VDA Services is a service mark of the Virginia Dental Association. VDA Services is a program brought to you by the Virginia Dental Services Corporation, a for-profit subsidiary of the VDA.
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Reporting Requirements for Virginia Dental
Offices That Apply or Remove Amalgam
A federal rule that was published June 14th, 2017 requires dental practices that apply or remove amalgam to
install an amalgam separator to capture waste amalgam. EPA estimates that dentists discharge approximately
5.1 tons of mercury, a neurotoxin, each year to wastewater treatment plants (WWTP). DEQ works with
WWTPs to decrease toxins from entering wastewater.
Dentists must report the type of amalgam separator devices installed, when it was installed, how it is
maintained, and perform two Best Management Practices (BMPs). These requirements apply to:




dental offices including large institutions such as dental schools and clinics, temporary or permanent
offices;
home dental offices; and
dental facilities owned and operated by federal, state or local governments (including military bases)
that discharge to a publicly owned wastewater treatment plant.

Note: While the Dental Rule exempts dentists who discharge to a septic system and dentists who operate out of mobile dental
clinics from being required to have amalgam separators, the waste from these two practices is usually discharged to a WWTP for
treatment. The WWTP may have its own restrictions on waste that they accept, and may not take dental wastewater that could
contain amalgam. It is recommended that the WWTP that will receive the dental wastewater be contacted to see if there are
restrictions. If so, then installing an amalgam separator would resolve the issue.

Business Status

Installation Deadline

Reporting Deadline

Office in business before July 14, 2017, with no
separator

July 14, 2020

within 90 days of installation

Existing office with amalgam separator

Separator meets rule until
June 14, 2027, unless a
replacement is needed

October 12, 2020, or within 90 days
of replacement if after Oct 12, 2020

New office that begins operating or discharging
on or after July 14, 2017

at opening

within 90 days of installation

Transfer ownership of existing office with no
separator

July 14, 2020

within 90 days after transfer of
ownership

Separator meets rule until
June 14, 2027, unless
replacement is needed

within 90 days after transfer of
ownership

No Separator needed

October 12, 2020

Transfer ownership of existing office with
existing separator
Office that does not place or remove amalgam
except in limited emergency or unplanned
events and who can certify as such (estimated
less than 5%)

The Dental Rule Effluent Guidelines were developed by EPA and can be found at www.epa.gov/eg/dentaleffluent-guidelines. DEQ‘s Virginia Dental Rule Compliance Form and additional information are available at
www.deq.virginia.gov/DentalRule.aspx. Please email DentalRule@deq.virginia.gov if you have questions or to
submit the Virginia Dental Rule Compliance Form electronically.
January 2019

www.deq.virginia.gov
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► OUTREACH

BLESSING AMONGST DISASTER
Julie Ericksen, Program Manager, Donated Dental Service
they could from
the remains. The
Parrish's insurance
company took two
weeks to arrive
giving rain some
time to destroy
the rest of what
remained in the
house. Taking life
one day at a time,
Mr. and Mrs. Parrish
lived in a trailer on
their property.

As Russell Parrish Sr. and his wife came
inside from gardening to get ready for
dinner they suddenly experienced possibly
the scariest eight seconds of their lives. A
tornado hit their home in Moneta, Virginia,
destroying it and leaving the couple to
clean up the mess.
After surviving the disaster, they went
outside to take in the damage done to their
home. It was devastating; the ceiling and
roof had been torn open, windows had
blown out and the entire house moved
three feet from its foundation.
The Parrish’s situation was an anomaly
as theirs was the only house in the area
impacted by the tornado. Local weather
services gave no warning of a tornado,
only strong winds. Floater clouds kept the
tornado high as it made its way over the
mountain behind the Parrish’s home, the
clouds dropped causing the tornado to
pick up speed barreling its way towards
the unsuspecting couple. After hitting their
home, this unusual tornado cleared about
150 yards of the nearby woods and lost
steam.
Members of their church stopped by
to assist the couple in salvaging what

Mr. Parrish had
been on the VDA
Foundation’s
Donated Dental
Services (DDS) waiting list for about nine
months before placement with one of the
program’s volunteer dentists, Dr. Garland
Gentry. Acceptance of his case was a ray
of hope in a bleak time in his life.

to move into a new trailer near where they
had been living before the tornado.
Dr. Gentry has been a Donated Dental
Service dentist since 2001 and has
provided thousands of dollars in care to
his community. He says, in reference to
Genesis 12: 1-3, “I believe that God has
blessed me with gifts and talents so that I
can use those gifts to bless others.”
Donated Dental Services would not exist
without dentists like Dr. Gentry who are
willing to care for the many in need of
comprehensive dental care in Virginia. As
of 2018, the 626 DDS program volunteers
have delivered nearly $14.2 million in care
for over 4000 patients. Donated Dental
Services (DDS) is a convenient opportunity
for dentists to give back to their community
by treating pre-screened patients in their
own offices. Serving just one patient per
year can significantly reduce our waiting
list of needy individuals. Please consider
joining the DDS team by contacting Julie
Ericksen at ericksen@vadental.org or
calling (804) 523-2182 to talk to Julie and
hear more.

Mr. Parrish had worked as a computer
technician for 26 years at the VA Medical
Center. He had no dental insurance and
couldn’t afford the care that he needed,
causing him to suffer
from dental problems
as he got older. With
all of the challenges in
his life at that time, it
was a relief for him to
know that his dental
care was in good hands.
Mr. Parrish says that
everyone in Dr. Gentry’s
office is “so nice, caring
and people-oriented”
and he expresses his
appreciation time and
again for the program’s
support at a troubling
time for him and his
wife. With DDS’s help,
he was able to complete
his care this past fall
and the couple was able L-R: Dr. Garland Gentry, Russell Parrish, Sr., and Connie Glass
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WE DO THIS

FOR
YOU
VIRGINIA EXPERTISE

The claims management team at Professionals
Advocate has decades of experience
defending the Dentists of Virginia. We
understand the legal environment of this
state better than any other insurer because
we specialize in it. The defense of your
practice is our first and only priority. While
other professional liability insurers have come
and gone, Professionals Advocate remains
firm in our commitment to Virginia’s Dentists.
Virginia expertise is one of the many benefits
of being a ProAd Insured. Our Dentists also
enjoy:
Industry-leading aggressive claims
defense
Access to the best defense attorneys in
the region
The Mutual Advantage Plan financial
reward program
MedGuard administrative defense
coverage
Risk management education programs
with premium discounts and CE credits
A large collection of online resources
Superior service from experienced, local
insurance Producers, Brokers and Agents
Proudly defending Virginia’s Dentists

PROAD.COM
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► OUTREACH

REMEMBERING A CLASSMATE
NEW VCU CLASS OF 2019 MOM PROJECT
VCU D4 MOM Student Coordinators

be able to help these patients take care
of other dental needs they may have
that were not treated through the boards
process. This will be the first MOM project
held at VCU. All seniors, both dental and
dental hygiene, will be providers, treating
patients for restorative, extractions, and
cleanings. While faculty and volunteer
dentists will be overseeing us, the direct
delivery of care during this project will be
primarily provided by fourth-year students.
It is only fitting that our last project together
as a class will serve our immediate
community and honor the legacy of our
classmate.

We would like to extend our most sincere
thanks to the Sykes family for helping
make this happen. We are hopeful that
this year’s project will be the first of many
VCU-based MOM projects in the years to
come. Through the continuation of this
project, the legacy of Ben will live on, in the
most fitting way possible.

Ben Sykes

Two months into dental school, our
classmate, Ben Sykes, passed away. We
mourned together at Ben’s memorial in
the months that followed, but we also
celebrated the incredible life of our friend.
Although for many of us our time with Ben
was short, we came to understand that
he dedicated his life to serving others.
Ben was drawn to VCU because of the
school’s involvement in the Mission of
Mercy projects. He hoped to serve his
fellow Virginians as a participant in MOM
projects alongside his classmates. It is
for this reason that the Sykes family, who
knew Ben’s passion for service better than
anyone, has graciously donated to the
MOM projects in memory of Ben. Their
kindness and their desire to honor Ben has
played a large role in the decision to host a
spring MOM project at VCU.

L-R: Andrew Jelinek, Nicole Rogers, Elizabeth Hubbard Hering, Frances Gouldin, Derek Rickson,
Connor Johnson

The VCU Class of 2019 has made it our
mission to honor Ben not only throughout
our four years of dental school, but also
our careers. We are fortunate that our
final MOM project as students will be
held at VCU on April 24, just two weeks
before graduation. This project will benefit
patients who have given us one of the
greatest gifts a dental student could
receive – their trust and presence as our
boards patients. In honor of Ben, we will
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Write the
number by
each name!

2

3

Barbara Rollins
Dr. Cassidy Turner

4

5

6

Dr. Christy Hamlin
Dr. Benita Miller
Elise Rupinski
Dr. Elizabeth Miller
Dr. Frank Iuorno
Dr. Kitt Finley-Parker

7

8

9

Laura Givens
Lynn Wisman
Dr. Marcel Lambrechts
Megan Wyman
Dr. Mike Link
Dr. Mike Miller
Dr. Ralph Howell

10

11

12

Dr. Richard Roadcap
Ryan Dunn
Dr. Sam Galstan
Sarah Marshall
Dr. Scott Francis
Shannon Jacobs
Sharon Murphy
Dr. Sharone Ward
Tara Quinn

Stay tuned for more 80’s fun with our 2019
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Check your
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page 21.

Virginia Meeting. Registration info coming soon.
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► AEGD ABSTRACTS

WHAT IS THE OUTCOME OF AN INCISION AND DRAINAGE
PROCEDURE IN ENDODONTIC PATIENTS? A PROSPECTIVE,
RANDOMIZED, SINGLE-BLIND STUDY

Beus H, Fowler S, Drum M, Reader A, Nusstein J, Beck M, Jatana C. | J Endod. 2018; 44(2):193-201
PROBLEM: Endodontic textbooks usually
recommend incision and drainage when
the patient presents with a fluctuant periradicular swelling. However, there are no
studies that demonstrate the outcome of
this procedure in a healthy patient.
PURPOSE: This prospective, randomized,
single-blind study compared the
postoperative course of I&D with drain
placement versus a mock I&D placement
after endodontic debridement in swollen
emergency patients presenting with a
symptomatic tooth and a pulpal diagnosis
of necrosis.
MATERIALS/METHODS: Eighty-one
patients met the clinical criteria of this
study and were used for data analysis. The
patients presented with a clinical diagnosis
of a symptomatic tooth diagnosed as a
necrotic pulp, swelling (both fluctuance
or cellulitis but not including deep fascial
spaces) and periapical radiolucency.
Electronic Pulp Testing and Endo-ice were
used for pulp diagnosis.
Patients with a history of the following
were excluded from this study: steroid
medications, immunocompromised
conditions, a myocardial infarction,
cerebrovascular accident, transient
ischemic disease, and coronary artery
disease. In addition, patients who took
pain medication within the last 8 hours of
presentation, were pregnant and under
18 years of age were excluded from this
study.
All study patients were placed in
antibiotics. Either 500mg penicillin or
300mg clindamycin were prescribed for
7-days following the treatment. Patients,
who started taking antibiotics before
presenting to the clinic, were advised to
finish their current regimen. A clear ruler
was used to measure the dimension of
the swelling extraorally. Also, the body
temperature was measured orally by digital
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thermometer. The swelling was palpated
by an investigator to determine the type
of swelling (cellulitis or fluctuance) before
starting the treatment. Cellulitis was
characterized by a firm, warm swelling
with no fluid movement. Fluctuance was
characterized as a tactile sensation of fluid
motion.
All patients received the same procedures
at the beginning of the study. Teeth were
endodontically debrided, calcium hydroxide
was placed in the canals and then the
tooth was restored with a temporary filling.
After that initial endodontic treatment,
patients were randomly divided to two
groups. The first group received I&D
with drain placement. The second group
received a mock I&D with mock drain
placement. To manage pain, Ibuprofen/
Acetaminophen was given to all patients.
If those medications were not sufficient
to manage their pain, patients were
given a prescription of hydrocodone/
acetaminophen.
Patients were provided a diary to record
their pain and amount of medication used
for the 4 days following treatment. In
addition, patients were asked to record
their perception regarding their symptoms
and size of the swelling. Success for
the patient was defined as no or mild
postoperative pain and no use of opioidcontaining medications.
RESULTS: Postoperative pain decreased
over the 4 days in both the I&D group
and the mock I&D group. The mock I&D
patients had a self-reported success rate
of 45%. The I&D patient reported a 33%
success rate.
The study also noted that the combination
of ibuprofen/acetaminophen was not
sufficient for pain relief (42-56% of the
time) for symptomatic patients with pulpal
necrosis and clinical swelling.

CONCLUSIONS: Clinically, both groups
showed signs of improvement over four
days. The success rate of patients with
mock I&D was higher than the success
rate of patients who received I&D.

DR. ABDULLAH ALAWADHI;
RESIDENT, ADVANCED EDUCATION
IN GENERAL DENTISTRY, VIRGINIA
COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY

► AEGD ABSTRACTS

IMMEDIATE POSTEXTRACTION SCREW-RETAINED PARTIAL
AND FULL-ARCH REHABILITATION: A 3-YEAR FOLLOW-UP
RETROSPECTIVE CLINICAL STUDY
Villa R, Villa G, Del Fabbro M. | Int J Periodont Restor Dent. 2018; 38( 5): 627–635.
Aim: The goal of this study was to evaluate a restorative technique involving a
single surgery that removed teeth deemed
to be non-restorable and replacing them
with implants and a definitive multi-unit
abutment and prosthesis. Efficacy of this
method was determined by implant and
prosthesis survival, as well as marginal
bone loss.
Methods/Materials: Seventy healthy patients (ASA class I or II) had a total of 153
implants placed in fresh extraction sockets.
Implants (Nobel Active, Nobel Biocare)
were tilted to take advantage of remaining
cortical bone. All implants were placed to
an initial torque of >35Ncm by hand and
measured with a torque wrench. Implants
were placed to have the implant platform
3-5 mm below the residual crest to prevent
the use of gingival shade porcelain in the
final prosthesis. Bio-Oss (Geistlich) was
used to fill peri-implant spaces to reduce
ridge reduction post-surgery. Definitive
multi-unit abutments (Nobel Biocare) were
placed at the time of implant placement to
prevent further abutment placement with
the screw-access in an occlusal direction.
After soft tissue suturing, an impression
was taken with Impregum Penta (3M).
Within 24 hours, a provisional, metal reinforced partial or full arch prosthesis was
screwed into the multi-unit abutments. A
final prosthesis was then fabricated within
1 year to allow final soft tissue contours to
develop after surgery. The majority (54%)
of prostheses were designed to have
minimal or no occlusion against the opposing arch. Post-surgical follow ups were
routine, and radiographs were exposed to
follow marginal bone loss. Final follow-ups
ranged from 36 to 51 months.
Primary outcomes were the number of
implants surviving, the presence of the
prosthesis without biologic or functional
complications, and peri-implant marginal
bone levels. Secondary outcomes were

implant stability, as measured by clinical
observation of implant mobility using two
metal instruments, plaque present around
the implant-abutment interface, and periimplant inflammation as determined by the
clinician.
Results: All results were analyzed using
SPSS Statistics for Windows, with analysis being performed by an independent
statistician. Only 1 implant was reported to
have failed at the 3-year follow-up (99.3%
survival). No prosthetic failures were
noted. Crestal bone loss was reported
to be -0.68 ± 1.2 mm. Neither mesial or
distal bone loss was found to be affected
by implant angulation or implant diameter.
Variables used for univariate analysis
associated with bone level at the final
follow-up were age, number of implants
per patient, patient sex, diameter, length,
abutment height, abutment angulation,
time of follow-up, placement in maxilla or
mandible, anterior or posterior position,
opposing dentition, flap/flapless surgical
technique, in/out of occlusion, and type of
prosthesis.
None of the variables studied in the univariate analysis was found to be associated with marginal bone levels.
Conclusions: Partial or full-arch prostheses using implants that are placed in
immediate extraction sockets in a way to
take advantage of remaining bone and are
immediately restored with a definitive abutment are a valid treatment modality.

DR. JOSEPH BARTHOLOMEW, III;
RESIDENT, ADVANCED EDUCATION
IN GENERAL DENTISTRY, VIRGINIA
COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY
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ESTHETIC EVALUATION OF IMPLANT-SUPPORTED SINGLE
CROWNS: A COMPARISON OF OBJECTIVE AND PATIENTREPORTED OUTCOMES
Mehmet AA, Sindel A, Tezerişener HA, Yildirimyan N, Özarslan MM.
| Int J Implant Dent. 2019; 5(2):1-8.
PROBLEM: Dental implants yield high
success rates in predictability and have become a sought-after treatment to replace
the anterior maxilla edentulous space.
However, measurement of implants as a
treatment modality tends to focus on data
with percentage of osseointegration and
radiographic bone loss. All aspects before,
during, and after implant placement require
an objective evaluation. Implants in modern day dentistry not only serve as function, but also as soft tissue contour and
esthetics. Esthetics rely on interproximal
papilla color, form, size, and peri-implant
soft tissue level. A comprehensive analysis
is needed to measure patient-reported esthetic evaluation of the treatment outcome.
Purpose: This study measures objective
and patient-centered factors for esthetic
evaluation of soft tissue contours and
satisfaction for single-tooth implant restorations in the maxillary anterior region.
Objective evaluation includes the pink esthetic score (PES) for soft tissue esthetics
around the implant, and the white esthetic
score (WES) for esthetics relating to implant crown quality. The patient-centered
perspective is explored through questionnaires measured by a visual analog scale
(VAS), in order to investigate the correlation between objective assessments and
patient-reported outcomes.
MATERIALS/METHODS: The authors
selected patients treated at departments
of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery and
Prosthetic Dentistry of Akdeniz University
from June 2015 to April 2017 who received
single implant-supported fixed prosthesis
in maxillary anterior zone, including canine
to canine region, with adjacent natural
teeth. Patients with acute infection around
the implant, multi-unit restorations, or
show parafunctional habits were excluded
from this study. Nineteen patients who
met the criteria first underwent an objective evaluation for gingival biotypes and
smile lines. A Williams probe examination
determined the peri-implant inflammatory
status, peri-implant sulcus depth, and thick

or thin gingival biotype. Smile lines for
each patient were recorded during function (smiling or talking), as low, medium,
or high. Next, the esthetic evaluation was
performed according to PES and WES.
PES assessed seven variables: mesial
papilla, distal papilla, soft tissue level, soft
tissue contour, soft tissue color, soft tissue
texture, and alveolar process deficiency.
For each category, a score between 0-2
indicated; 0 as worst and 2 as best. Therefore, 8 was set as a threshold for clinically
acceptable, and 14 as perfect peri-implant
soft tissues. WES was comprised of five
variables: general tooth form, tooth contour, tooth color (hue and value), surface
texture, and translucence. Scores ranged
between 0-2. The implant-supported restoration was measured with the contralateral
tooth as a reference for “white” esthetic
blend. Maximum possible score was 10,
and clinically acceptable threshold set at
6. Each patient then received a subjective
questionnaire with five questions to rate on
10-cm VAS (0-10 range, 10 as best result)
for implant crown shape, crown color, soft
tissue contour, soft tissue color, and overall
satisfaction. Once mean VAS was calculated for each patient, Spearman’s correlation
test was implemented to carry out bivariate
analysis between VAS and PES, VAS and
WES, VAS and smile line. Gingival biotype
associations with PES and WES were
analyzed using Mann-Whitney U test. A
multivariate evaluation utilized regression
analyses, as P values of <.05 assessed
significance for all statistical data.
RESULTS:
•

•

•

Total 19 patients (7 female, 12
male) with age range 19-42 years
(mean 31.8 years). No implants
noted with bleeding, suppuration,
pain, infection, or increased
probing depths.
PES: mean score 10.7 (range
5-13, SD ± 2.24), translating to
acceptable outcome.
WES: mean 8.6 (range 8-10,

•

•

•

•

SD ± 0.60), translating to almost
perfect outcome.
VAS: overall mean 8.54 ± 0.36
(range 3.8-9.8). Spearman
correlation test showed no
significant association between
VAS with PES or WES.
Gingival biotype: 13 patients with
thick gingival biotype, 6 patients
thin biotype. Thin biotype: PES
9.83, WES 8.67. Thick biotype:
PES 11.23, WES 8.62. Gingival
biotype showed no statistical
significance with PES or WES.
Smile line: low (4 patients),
medium (10), high (5). Found
significant negative correlation
between smile line and VAS
– patients with low smile
lines displayed higher patient
satisfaction (p=.001, Spearman’s
correlation analysis).
Multivariate analyses: VAS
significantly affected by both
gingival biotype and smile line,
but smile line had stronger impact
on VAS (p=0.002, p=0.492,
respectively). High smile line
showed greater influence on VAS
statistically than low or medium
smile lines.

CONCLUSIONS: The esthetic outcome
embodies objective assessment by the
clinician and subjective evaluation by the
patient. Data revealed acceptable outcomes in PES and WES, but no significant
relationship was found between PES/WES
and VAS scores. This may be attributed
to the incompatibility between subjective
patient perspective and a measured “perfect clinical result.” A statistically significant
negative correlation was observed particularly between patients with high smile
lines and low VAS scores. Thus, the smile
line is an important factor in the implant
► Continued on page 23 - Crowns
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RESIN INFILTRATION: AN EFFECTIVE ADJUNCT STRATEGY
FOR MANAGING HIGH CARIES RISK—A WITHIN-PERSON
RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED CLINICAL TRIAL
Mathilde P, Hopkins A, Yu Q. | J Dent. 2018; 79: 24-30
AIM: This two-year split-mouth,
randomized placebo-controlled clinical trial
was carried out to assess the effectiveness
of resin infiltration on non-cavitated
proximal caries lesions (NCPL) as an
adjunct to standard of care high caries risk
management protocol. Resin infiltration
is a “micro-invasive” technique that has
gained acceptance as an approach to
inhibiting or arresting NCPL that is less
invasive than direct restorations.
METHODS: Forty-two high caries-risk
cadets at the United States Military
Academy were enrolled in the study.
Inclusion criteria were age 18-24 years,
good general health, a baseline DMFT
> 3 (excluding the study lesions), and at
least two non-cavitated proximal caries
lesions. NCPL chosen for the study
showed progression into the inner enamel
or outer dentin (E2/D1 lesions) in vital,
non-symptomatic teeth. If multiple eligible
lesions were present, priority was given
to lesions of similar depth, tooth type,
and lesion location. Lesions were initially
selected with digital bitewing radiographs
using sensor holders that were individually
customized using bite-registration material.
For each radiographically matched lesion
pair per volunteer, computer-generated
randomization assigned one lesion to the
resin infiltration (RI) group and one lesion
to the control (C) group.

All patients first received standard of care
preventative measures, including dental
prophylaxis, oral hygiene instruction,
diet counseling, and at-home fluoride
supplementation. Lesions assigned
to the RI group were treated with
ICON® according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Control lesions were treated
with a mock infiltration as a placebo, using
the same protocol with water replacing
the etchant and infiltrant. During the two
year study period, each patient received a
standard high caries risk fluoride varnish
regimen (3 times in the first month after RI
and C treatment, and 3 times per year at
recall appointments).
At two years, digital bitewings using the
customized sensor holders were taken and
surfaces were visually scored for lesion
depth on the radiographs. The outcomes
assessed were proportion of lesion
progression and change in categorical
lesion depth (i.e. E2/D1/D2). Differences
in proportion of progressing lesions were
analyzed with McNemar’s test using SAS
software (95% confidence interval and
P=.05 for significance level). Pairwise
comparison data and cumulative lesion
progression were used to calculate the
therapeutic effect (absolute value) and the
relative risk reduction (RRR).

RESULTS: Thirty-two participants were
available at 2 years for a final radiographic
exam. Lesion progression was detected
in 7 control lesions and 1 RI lesion. Thus,
there was significantly more progression
in control lesions (P=.035, McNemar; 95%
CI: 0.02–1.16). The therapeutic effect of
resin infiltration was 18.8% and the relative
risk reduction was 85.7%. One lesion in
the control group changed in categorical
lesion depth (E2 to D1) over the two-year
period. With only one change in lesion
depth, the 2-year categorical progression
data does not show a difference between
treatment groups (P > .05).
CONCLUSIONS: The results demonstrate
that resin infiltration enhances standard
of care preventative measures, stabilizing
19% more early progressing NCPL in high
caries risk patients.

ABBY BECHERER
BARTHOLOMEW, DDS; RESIDENT,
ADVANCED EDUCATION IN
GENERAL DENTISTRY, VIRGINIA
COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY

► Continued from page 22 - Crowns
consultation appointment. Limitations that
can be improved include the sample size
and errors associated with a retrospective
study nature. Larger sample sizes and longer follow-ups may improve assessment of
PES/WES data over time. Though objectively reported esthetic outcomes did not
correlate with patient-reported outcomes,
the findings of this study shed insight on

the perception of esthetics of single implants in the anterior maxilla.

DR. JENNIFER J QIAN; RESIDENT,
ADVANCED EDUCATION IN GENERAL DENTISTRY, VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY
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INSTRUCTIONS: What is your clinical impression of each of the following cases?
Answers are revealed on page 26.

► CASE ONE

A 49-year-old white male presented
with an ulcerative lesion of the left
lateral tongue that had been present for
seven months according to patient and
showed a significant increase in size in
the last two weeks. The patient did not
smoke and socially drank alcohol. Clinically it was thought to be a non-specific
ulceration.
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► CASE TWO

This white lesion of the buccal gingival
cuff of tooth number 11 in a 60-year
white male has been present for 4-6
months.

► CASE THREE

Lesion of the floor of the mouth in a
57-year-old female.

► SCIENTIFIC

► CASE FOUR

► CASE FIVE

► CASE SIX

Calculus in clinic.

A 63-year-old white male presented
with a mass of the left tuberosity. The
mass was filling the left maxillary sinus.

Lesion of the lip in a twenty-two-yearold white female.

►PATHOLOGY PUZZLER - CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
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► PATHOLOGY PUZZLER - CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

PATHOLOGY PUZZLER ANSWERS:
► CASE ONE

This case surprised me in that I thought
it was most likely a reactive inflammatory
lesion such as a pyogenic granuloma.
I think the age threw me off with social
drinking and no smoking history. The only
red flag was the seven-month history. As
you have now surmised it was a squamous
cell carcinoma.

► CASE TWO

This is a leukoplakia with a pebbly surface
and suggestive of an early proliferative
verrucous leukoplakia. These type of
lesions typically continue to proliferate
and are problematic to treat. This

Since 1968

We are pleased to announce...
Milan Bhagat, D.M.D.
has acquired the practice of

David R. Beam, D.D.S.
Chester, Virginia

David M. Matney, D.D.S.
has acquired the practice of

Eric L. Arbuckle, D.D.S.
Arlington, Virginia

presentation may be all this lesion will
ever be. However, this patient must be
followed closely and any additional lesions
removed.

► CASE THREE

This floor of the mouth lesion appears
to be in the sublingual caruncle area of
Warthin’s duct. This was a salivary gland
stone. The submandibular gland and
ductal system is the most common location
for stones due to the mucinous secretions,
tortuous duct and gravity. Salivary gland
stones are rarely found in the parotid
gland.

► CASE FOUR

The appearance of this lesion is a necrotic
mass of the tuberosity. The lesion is
replacing the left maxillary sinus which
makes it worrisome. It turned out to be a
lymphoma.

► CASE FIVE

I don’t love algebra, but I love calculus.

► CASE SIX

Classic papilloma of the upper lip.

50

years
strong
1968-2018

When success matters . . . you can
depend on AFTCO, the oldest and largest
dental practice transition consulting firm
in the United States. AFTCO offers more
than 150 practice transition programs
custom designed to provide every dentist
with a more secure future and a wellearned Quality of Life. Let our 50 years of
experience provide you with the direction
you need to make the most of your future.

We are pleased to have helped
in these transitions.
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PATIENTS WITH DRY MOUTH?
THERE'S FINALLY RELIEF!

Dr. Frank Iuorno; Associate Editor, Richmond Dental Society
Some of our members may know Dr.
Jeff Cash as a local Richmond dentist
who delivered excellent dental care to
the Richmond community. But he has
found a new focus. About three years
ago, Dr. Cash decided to retire from the
full-time practice of dentistry and pursue
a meaningful treatment modality for
xerostomia, a condition that plagues up to
64% of the US population.
The impetus for this pursuit came from
clinical and personal experience. Having
worked with patients suffering from head
and neck cancer while completing his
2-year hospital-based GPR, Dr. Cash
experienced, first hand, the effects
cancer treatment can have on the oral
cavity. He is a survivor of metastatic
stage 4 testicular cancer that required
nine weeks of chemotherapy. Like many
others he suffered from chronic mucositis
and xerostomia while in treatment which
interfered with his ability to eat, sleep and
go about daily activities.
Throughout his chemotherapy, finding a
treatment for this chronic and debilitating
condition became a new mission in life.
Along the way, Dr. Thomas Eschenroeder,
an oral and maxillofacial surgeon, has lent

valuable insight to the project, tapping into
his years of clinical surgical experience.
In the US alone, the ADA estimates that
there are 4 million sufferers of Sjogren’s
disease who all suffer from varying levels
of xerostomia. Furthermore, surveys
of those afflicted with HIV, Alzheimer’s
disease, diabetes, anemia, cyctic fibrosis,
rheumatoid arthritis, hypertension and
Parkinsons’s disease all report dry
mouth as a significant component of their
condition. Additionally, the ADA notes that
500 of the most commonly prescribed
medications have dry mouth as a known
side effect.
Dr. Cash went on to develop the Voutia™
System (from the Greek meaning a splash
or swig), a novel self-contained oral fluid
delivery system. Think of Voutia as an
artificial salivary gland ready to use and
on demand. It works like this: A reservoir
of a potable liquid is hidden in a carry bag
and connected to a pump about the size
of a flip phone that silently pumps the
fluid through a virtually invisible catheter
that rests in the mouth. The catheter is
held in place using a hidden earpiece,
and flow can be regulated by adjusting
the digital controls on the pump. (0.1-0.9
ml/min). At night, the
user can choose to
wear a thin nightguard
to distribute the fluid
evenly throughout
the mouth. Drs. Eric
Bokinski and Ursula
Klostermyer have
both been designing
ways to stabilize and
direct fluid flow in a
simple yet effective
delivery method to
wet the mouth and
abate the symptoms of
xerostomia.
“Of the 15 people
who have beta tested

the appliance, all have found relief of
symptoms and would recommend Voutia™
to others” says Cash. Even if patients only
used the device at night, they reported
relief during the day once the mucosa
was rehydrated thus eliminating their
dependency on a water bottle.
While he understands that this is not
a cure for xerostomia, it does offer
an additional option for sufferers and
practitioners to have at their disposal.
“I like to look at it as a new tool in our
armamentarium for patients, practitioners
and researchers” explained Cash. "A
myriad of complications arise with the
elimination or reduction of salivary
flow. It just made sense to design a
way to replace it. I am enthusiastic that
investigation of our system may lead to the
delivery of saliva substitutes or medicinal
agents to broaden its application."
Dr. Cash made sure that materials used
met USP Class VI implantation criteria
in hopes that it could be considered for
internal placement following radical neck
dissection or maxillofacial surgery.
Numerous benefits have been reported
with no adverse events during use, even
while sleeping. The FDA has approved
Voutia™ for over the counter use without
prescription, and it can be ordered
directly by patients. For practitioners,
their company, Virginia Head and Neck
Therapeutics, LLC, is in the process of
establishing prices for providers who wish
to provide the system directly to their
patients.
"We hope to make access to this system
as easy as possible for those in need and
offer fellow practitioners a viable option
that fits their business model." says Cash.
For additional information, please visit
Virginia Head and Neck Therapeutics, LLC
via the website www.voutiasystems.com
to learn more.
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► ► READ AND SIGN OUR PETITION
VDA PETITION TO DMAS

TO BE COMPLIANT WITH LAW
and implement a Medicaid Deferred
Compensation Plan for Dentists
►Background

In an effort to encourage Virginia dentists to continue participating in the Smiles for Children
Program (Dental Medicaid), legislation was introduced and passed at the VDA’s request during the
2014 legislative session (HB147/SB412). This measure required the implementation of a deferred
compensation plan which would allow dental providers to defer a portion of their Medicaid reimbursement into a Virginia Retirement System (VRS) account.
The legislation had no opposition during the legislative process. The VDA leadership worked for
many months prior to the 2014 session with VRS and other stakeholders to ensure the implementation of the plan would be successful. In the end there was not a single negative vote cast against
the measure in the House of Delegates or Senate of Virginia as both bills were signed into law
with an effective date of January 1, 2015. Since that time the Department of Medical Assistance
Services (DMAS) has ignored the law and to our knowledge not made any effort to implement this
plan. Therefore, the VDA has decided to submit a petition to DMAS prior to the law sunsetting on
January 1, 2020.

► The VDA’s petition states

We petition the Department of Medical Assistance Services to implement the policy objectives of HB147/SB412 that passed unanimously during the 2014 General Assembly Session
(and was signed by then-Governor McAuliffe). This legislation authorizes a Medicaid deferred compensation program for dental providers through the Virginia Retirement System
but has yet to be implemented.

►Take Action

Please sign this petition and help get this Plan implemented as directed by law.

˃ Sign with your smartphone

Simply input the number "52886" into the phone number field of your text messaging
app. Then input the word "vadental" in the message field. You will receive a text message back with a clickable link that will direct you to our petition.

˃ Sign online

Go to vadental.org/petition to sign it from our website.

˃ Need Help?

Contact Shannon Jacobs at the VDA jacobs@vadental.org 804-523-2186.

Must
Read
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BUILD IT AND THEY WILL COME
Ryan Dunn, VDA Executive Director

Kevin Costner’s character in the classic
movie, “Field of Dreams,” dreamed of
building the perfect baseball diamond in
the middle of a corn field. He was trying
to give a group of former, and deceased,
baseball players a place to share their
dreams, a place to gather and a place to
advance a common cause. These players
loved their profession and simply needed
a home.
That home for Dentists in the
Commonwealth is the Virginia Dental
Association. While people join professional
associations for a lot of different benefits,
the main role of any successful association
is to serve as a unified voice for the
profession. These benefits can range from
networking, education, cost savings and
advocacy. Many of these benefits are very
tangible to your profession and to your
business, others are not so obvious.
The VDA has been the voice of dentistry
and oral health care in Virginia for nearly
150 years. This has not come by accident
or by default. The government relations,
public policy and advocacy activities of
the VDA are some of the most important,
and often unnoticed, priorities. To defend
and to advance dentistry and patient
outcomes in all three areas requires the
VDA membership and staff to work as one
team.
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
The government is run by people;
therefore you need to develop, maintain
and improve your relationships with
the people in charge. The VDA has
built an impressive reputation among
the Commonwealth’s leaders as an
effective and principled organization that
positively impacts the overall health of
Virginians. When each member’s individual
relationship is aggregated into a collective
voice as the VDA, the impact that can be
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had is great. The outreach and support
seen in this year’s Virginia General
Assembly can be measured by the passing
of the VDA’s Silent PPO Bill (HB1682) with
unanimous consent in both the House and
the Senate. Now signed by the Governor,
the law will become effective on July 1,
2019.
Simply put, the whole is
greater than the sum of its
parts.
PUBLIC POLICY
The public policy process can sometimes
forget to include the public. A core function
of the VDA is to ensure that dentistry
always has a seat at the table. There is
no shortage of ideas in the legislative or
regulatory arenas, and while most have
good intentions, many have serious
consequences. During the 2019 Virginia
General Assembly, the VDA monitored and
tracked 81 bills that would have impacted
dentistry in some way. Most of these
bills never made it into the newspapers
or onto social media. Without diligent
oversight and involvement, many of these
well-intended ideas could have become
cumbersome and damaging laws.
Simply put, if you don’t have
a seat at the table, you’re
probably on the menu.

ADVOCACY
While most often only attributed to
advancing and supporting an idea or a
cause, advocacy includes so much more.
To be effective, advocacy must include
education and motivation. Educating
legislators and regulators while also
effectively educating the membership as to
why something is important is paramount
in determining whether someone is
motivated to engage. The VDA is excited
to be using a new member engagement
platform that empowers our members to
take action. We are currently engaged
in a petition campaign to implement the
Medicaid deferred compensation plan that
became law in 2014. Please take the time
to sign the petition that can be found online
at VADental.org.
Simply put, if we don’t stand
for something, we’ll fall for
anything.
The VDA has built a place where dentistry
has an effective voice. We will continue to
build upon our successes to find new ways
to ensure our voice is heard.

► ADVOCACY

"SILENT PPO" PASSES

VDA LEGISLATION HITS A HOME RUN!
Laura Givens, VDA Director of Legislative and Public Policy
We are happy to report that our primary
legislative task during the 2019 General
Assembly Session to pass HB1682 was
successful! It was quite an undertaking
but the hard work of our membership on
the legislation (patroned by Delegate Lee
Ware at the VDA’s request) certainly paid
off. The end-result was also a testament
to engaging with potential adversaries
well in advance of the session to get their
feedback. Both Anthem and the Virginia
Association of Health Plans engaged in
constructive dialogue with us throughout
the legislative process and, as a result,
HB1682 is a reflection of best practices
within the insurance industry relative to
renting/leasing dental networks.
WHAT WILL THIS LEGISLATION DO?
This legislation does not prohibit insurance
companies from leasing their networks; it
simply provides fairness and transparency
by adding the following five common-sense
provisions:
► PROACTIVE Provider Notification
The carrier must notify (via first class
mail or electronically if agreed to in
advance) all affected providers that
their participating provider contract is
being rented or sold to a third party.
► FRONT END Patient Notification
Carriers must identify on the
beneficiaries’ ID card those network
leasing/sharing arrangements in which
the payor participates – allowing the
dentist to give accurate benefit info
BEFORE treatment.
► BACK END Notification to
Providers and Patients
Carriers must ensure that an
explanation of benefits (EOB) furnished
to the participating provider identifies
the contract source relied upon to
discount reimbursement to the provider.

► ADHERENCE to Fee Schedule
The silent PPO carrier must abide by
the fee schedule set forth in the original
contract.
►MANDATORY ACCESS to All
Network Patients
Any carrier that utilizes a silent PPO
network must include all provider
directories, advertising, websites, etc.
as it does with directly contracted
providers.

will become effective on July 1, 2019.
We thank the many VDA members for
their efforts in reaching out to legislators
regarding this legislation and ask all
members to now take a moment and
please reach out your Senators and
Delegates to thank them for supporting this
bill.

The accomplishment of HB1682 passing
(without a single NO vote in either the
House or Senate) is largely due to the
VDA membership’s consistent and ongoing
political engagement by members from
every corner of the Commonwealth. The
specific lobbying campaign on HB1682
began early last fall with members
reaching out to key legislators to inform
them of the issue and asking for their
support of forthcoming legislation. Once
session began in early January, we were
in full swing with contacts continuing as
the bill quickly moved through the process.
Now signed by the Governor, the law
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LONGEST SHORT SESSION
2019 GENERAL ASSEMBLY WRAP-UP
Laura Givens, VDA Director of Legislative and Public Policy
The Virginia General Assembly adjourned
on February 24 after approving
amendments to the state budget - a day
late after what most everyone agrees
was "the longest short session" in recent
memory.
The scandals that have engulfed all
three of Virginia's top statewide officials
have not abated. Protests are regular
occurrences on Capitol Square and the
future likely holds a very long and drawn
out process. This could damage the
Democrats electorally this November as
all 140 seats of the legislature are up for
grabs, however; several months is several
lifetimes in the political world so it will be
interesting to see how it all shakes out as
Virginia's politicians remain in the national
headlines for the foreseeable future.
Our primary task this session was to work
on passage of the "Silent PPO" legislation,
which the VDA asked Delegate Lee Ware
to patron in the House (HB1682). This
legislation passed both the House and
Senate and was recently signed by the
Governor. It will become effective on July
1, 2019.
Here is a recap of several other issues on
which we worked on behalf of the VDA
membership:
BALANCE BILLING
There was scrum amongst hospitals,
physicians and insurance companies
regarding balance billing. There were
several measures and the focus in the
end was on ER doctors. We stayed close
to the debate to ensure dentists' ability
to balance bill was NOT impacted and
after many hours of hearings, debate and
tempers flaring, nothing passed. TBD
whether or not this issue will be brought
back up next year.
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E-PRESCRIBING
Dentist and Delegate Todd Pillion carried
the legislation related to e-prescribing. His
bill exempted health care providers who
write 25 or fewer prescriptions per year of
no more than 7 days in length. Otherwise,
if dentists and oral surgeons do not meet
that requirement - effective July 1, 2020 any prescription for a controlled substance
that contains an opioid will be issued as
an electronic prescription. The bill passed
both the House and Senate and is headed
to the Governor who is expected to sign it.
TELEMEDICINE
In its original form, legislation introduced
by Senator Barbara Favola would have
allowed any person licensed to practice
medicine who is in good standing with
the applicable regulatory agency of a
jurisdiction that is contiguous with Virginia
to provide health care services to patients
located in VA through telemedicine.
Significant concern was expressed by the
American Association of Orthodontists
and, with the Medical Society taking the
lead, we had the language removed - the
remainder of the bill was incorporated
into another bill that does not impact VDA
members.
REMOTE SUPERVISION
Delegate Dawn Adams introduced
legislation that allows a dental hygienist
employed by the Department of Behavioral
Health and Developmental Services to
practice under the remote supervision of
a dentist employed by the Department currently only those hygienists employed
by the Department of Health can be
supervised remotely. The bill also adds
mobile dentistry programs operated by the
Department for adults with developmental
disabilities to the list of remote supervision
locations. We made several amendments
to the legislation and worked with the

Department of Health Professions to
ensure there is no expansion of practice
scope for the dental hygienists - simply
the same as what is being done with the
Department of Health. The Governor has
signed this bill and there will need to be
new emergency regulations implemented
by the Board of Dentistry.
VOLUNTEER LICENSE
Delegate Kilgore from far Southwest VA
introduced legislation that creates a special
volunteer license for limited practice.
The bill directs the Board to promulgate
regulations to implement the special
volunteer license for limited practice. The
bill also removes reporting requirements
for dentists and dental hygienists
volunteering to provide free health care
for up to three consecutive days to an
underserved area of the Commonwealth
(ie, RAM and the MOM Project). The bill
is on the way to the Governor's desk for
consideration.
TOPICAL ORAL ANESTHETICS –
HYGIENISTS
This legislation was carried by Delegate
Kathy Tran and supported by the Northam
administration - it has passed both the
House and Senate. The substance of the
bill allows a dental hygienist practicing
under remote supervision to administer
topical oral anesthetics, topical and directly
applied antimicrobial agents for treatment
of periodontal pocket lesions, and any
other Schedule VI topical drug approved
by the BoD. The VDA vetted this legislation
in the latter part of 2018 and made
amendments prior to it being introduced.
EMERGENCY ROOM STUDY
A budget amendment pushed by the
Virginia Oral Health Coalition to review
emergency room data related to oral
health visits was amended by the budget
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conferees and is now going to be a DMAS
report vs. a stakeholder study. The intent
of gathering the data is purportedly to
lay the groundwork for an adult Medicaid
benefit for oral health. We are going to
make very sure the VDA has input as to
how and what data is gathered and how it
is interpreted.
ALSO...
► VDA Member Dentist Elected to
the VA House of Delegates
In a special election on February
19, 2019, Dr. Ibraheem Samirah
was elected to the Virginia House
of Delegates – 86th District, which
includes parts of the counties of
Loudon and Fairfax. Dr. Samirah
practices dentistry in Washington,
DC and resides in Vienna, VA. He
is now one of two dentists currently
serving in the legislature, joining VDA
member dentist Dr. Todd Pillion, who
represents the 4th House district (parts
of Dickenson, Russell, Washington
and Wise counties). Having member
dentists in the Virginia General
Assembly is helpful on a number of
levels in efforts to advance the longterm goals of our profession and the
ongoing quality of care for our patients.
Congratulations to Dr. Samirah! His
hard-fought election victory will no
doubt embolden all of us to redouble
our efforts to engage with policy
makers across the Commonwealth.
► VDA member Dr. Monroe Harris
recognized
Dr. Harris was commended in
resolution during the 2019 General
Assembly Session. The House of
Delegates acknowledges Dr. Harris as
the first African American President of
the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts and
his many other contributions to the

Richmond community and they resolve
that Dr. Harris be commended on his
selection as 2018 Person of the Year by
the Richmond Times-Dispatch.
► VDA life member Dr. William
Green was acknowledged
In a resolution during the 2019 General
Assembly Session, the House of
Delegates and Senate commend Dr.
Green for his six decades of service
as a dentist in the Newport News
community. In addition to recognizing
him for treating generations of Newport
News families, the Resolution also
acknowledges his years of service in
the United States Air Force.
► VDAF’s Mission of Mercy
Recognized by Virginia House of
Delegates
The Virginia House of Delegates
passed a resolution commending
the work of the Virginia Dental
Association Foundation’s (VDAF)
Mission of Mercy program. The
Mission of Mercy (MOM) program
provides dental care to an average of
3,000 individuals annually, primarily
uninsured adults, through multiple
mobile dental clinics held in strategic
locations across the Commonwealth
of Virginia. The program provides
preventative, restorative, and surgical
dental treatments to thousands of
Virginians who lack dental insurance
or access to proper dental care. MOM
has completed 102 clinics in Virginia
and been replicated in 31 other states.
MOM has served more than 67,000
patients and provided over $46 million
in free dental care since its inception.

with the Commonwealth in helping to
bring desperately-needed dental care
to the thousands of Virginians still in
need. It is by coming together to pool
our talents, resources, and compassion
that we hope to one day eliminate the
pain, economic hardship, and personal
distress that poor oral health brings”,
says Tara Quinn, Executive Director
of the Virginia Dental Association
Foundation.
A very busy session to be sure and
plenty to focus on moving ahead to
include participating in the elections.
We encourage and appreciate your
contributions to the VDA PAC, participation
in VDA PAC Challenge Fundraisers this
spring, summer and fall, and involvement
in all other advocacy efforts!

“We are honored to be recognized
in this way by the Virginia House of
Delegates and fortunate to partner
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WILL THE VOICE OF DENTISTRY DIE?
Laura Givens, VDA Director of Legislative and Public Policy
Did you read about our recent legislative
success with the passage of HB1682?
We are so proud and thankful to the many
members who were involved in the effort to
move this legislation through the process
with unanimous support from both chambers. This outcome is the result of many
hours of hard work the VDA membership
has put in building relationships and educating policymakers in all corners of the
Commonwealth about issues impacting the
profession.
How can you help with VDA advocacy
efforts? One quick and easy way is to
CONTRIBUTE to the VDA PAC. The
incredible generosity of VDA members has
allowed our membership to remain vigilant
in protecting patients and our profession
from outside forces that want to disrupt the

dentist-patient relationship. If you haven’t
yet made a 2019 contribution or would like
to increase your donation, we are in need
of your generous support today- don’t
delay! The 2019 Session was extremely
productive and now it is time to turn our at-

tention fully on budgeting VDA PAC dollars.
You may visit https://www.vadental.org/
advocacy/vda-pac to make a contribution
or contact Laura Givens at
givens@vadental.org or 804-523-2185.

VDA PAC 2019 CONTRIBUTIONS
Component
Component
1 (Tidewater)
1 (Tidewater)
2 (Peninsula)
2 (Peninsula)
3 (Southside)
3 (Southside)
4 (Richmond)
4 (Richmond)
5 (Piedmont)
5 (Piedmont)
6 (Southwest VA)
6 (Southwest VA)
7 (Shenandoah Valley)
7 (Shenandoah Valley)
8 (Northern VA)
8 (Northern VA)
TOTAL
TOTAL

% of Members
% of Members
Contributing
Contributing
to Date
to Date
40%
40%
42%
42%
42%
42%
32%
32%
33%
33%
51%
51%
34%
34%
30%
30%
38%
38%

2019 VDA
2019 VDA
PAC Goal
PAC Goal
$45,500
$45,500
$27,500
$27,500
$14,000
$14,000
$67,750
$67,750
$30,000
$30,000
$25,250
$25,250
$30,000
$30,000
$135,000
$135,000
$375,000
$375,000

Amount
Amount
Contributed to
Contributed to
Date
Date
$27,772
$27,772
$22,420
$22,420
$9,650
$9,650
$51,769
$51,769
$15,904
$15,904
$17,660
$17,660
$23,965
$23,965
$83,871
$83,871
$253,011
$253,011

Total Contributions: $253,011
2019 Goal: $375,000
Must Raise $121,989 to Reach our Goal
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Per Capita
Per Capita
Contribution
Contribution

% of Goal
% of Goal
Achieved
Achieved

$295
$295
$352
$352
$292
$292
$328
$328
$269
$269
$345
$345
$324
$324
$305
$305
$314
$314

62%
62%
82%
82%
69%
69%
76%
76%
53%
53%
70%
70%
80%
80%
62%
62%
67%
67%
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WE THREW THE FIRST PITCH!
VDA'S DAY ON THE HILL

Laura Givens, VDA Director of Legislative and Public Policy

A brisk and beautiful January morning - the
best setting for nearly 100 VDA members
and students to throw out the figuative
"first pitch" during the VDA's Day on the
Hill event. As these legislative proponents
took to the halls, their positive energy and
sincere, uncomplicated and patient-centric
messages certainly resonated well with the
legislators and staff members.
The morning began with breakfast at
the Omni and our keynote speaker was
Lieutenant Governor Justin Fairfax, whose
wife, Dr. Cerina Fairfax, is a practicing
dentist and VDA member.
But "practice" for our "pitch" began
well-before January 18th. The Day on
the Hill event put our campaign into full

swing and confirmed legislative support
for key items, particularly for the bill that
was introduced by Delegate Lee Ware at
the VDA’s request. HB1682 will require
transparency when insurance companies
lease networks. Thanks to VDA members
for making contact with key legislators this
past fall and to the many members who
attended the Day on the Hill and continued
conversations with their legislators
following the event. HB1682 passed
through both chambers with no issues.
Now signed by the Governor, the law will
become effective on July 1, 2019. We
ask VDA members statewide to please
reach out to your hometown Senator and
Delegate to thank them for supporting this
bill.

The 2019 Day on the Hill was definitely
one for the books and proof once again
that hands-on lobbying is what preserves
the independence of the profession and
improves the care of your patients. It is
always a privilege working with VDA dentist
and student members on issues such
as this bill and I’d like to thank all who
participated for your outstanding efforts and
the dignified fashion in which you delivered
your message to the General Assembly.
Let’s continue with this positive momentum.
We hope to see many members at VDA
fundraisers and other events this spring
and summer and of course next January
in Richmond when we dive into the 2020
session!
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A Model of Group Practice for
Dentists by Dentists
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CENTRAL VIRGINIA DENTAL CARE, PLC

ATLANTIC DENTAL CARE, PLC

S E R V I N G R I C H M O N D A ND C E N T R A L V IR G I NI A

S E R V I N G S O U T HE A S T E R N V I R G IN I A

112 Dentists | 62 Practices
1 Common Vision

117 Dentists | 74 Practices
1 Common Vision

A group practice model that allows us to take control
of our future. Not content to remain in the business
practice model of the past, we have chosen to build upon
our strengths, confront the market threats, address
our weaknesses, and seize the opportunity to advance
the care we deliver. Whether you’re an owner operator
or looking for an ownership opportunity, know Central
Virginia Dental Care has the model for your success.

A group practice model that positions us to thrive
in the future and maintain control of our destiny.
Dentistry is changing and the practice model of the
past must evolve and adapt to meet today’s market
challenges. Whether you’re an owner operator,
recent graduate or dental student, know Atlantic
Dental Care is an equity ownership model of practice
designed to position you for success.

Hundreds of Virginia Dentists are forging
control of their own futures

Imagine Corporate Dentistry
Without Compromise

Visit us at:
www.centralvirginiadentalcare.com

Visit us at:
www.atlanticdentalcare.net

► RESOURCES

KNOWING
Regulations

IS HALF THE BATTLE

DID YOU KNOW?

A SERIES FROM THE VIRGINIA BOARD OF DENTISTRY
► INSPECTIONS

Did you know employees of the Department of Health Professions (e.g. investigators and inspectors), when
properly identified, shall be authorized, during ordinary business hours, to enter and inspect any dental office
or dental laboratory for the purpose of enforcing the provisions of the Board of Dentistry’s laws? § 54.1-2703
of the Code of Virginia.

► FEES

Did you know that a dentist is responsible for conducting his financial responsibilities to patients and third
party payers in an ethical and honest manner by maintaining a listing of customary fees and representing all
fees being charged clearly and accurately?
18VAC60-21-60.B(1) of the Regulations Governing the Practice of Dentistry.

► UNEXPECTED PATIENT EVENT

Did you know that a treating dentist shall submit a written report to the board within 15 calendar days
following an unexpected patient event that occurred intra-operatively or during the first 24 hours immediately
following the patient’s departure from his facility, resulting in either a physical injury or a respiratory,
cardiovascular, or neurological complication that was related to the dental treatment or service provided and
that necessitated admission of the patient to a hospital or in a patient death? Any emergency treatment of a
patient by a hospital that is related to sedation anesthesia shall also be reported. 18VAC60-21-100 of the
Regulations Governing the Practice of Dentistry.

► PATIENT RECORDS

Did you know that every patient record shall include consent for treatment obtained and treatment rendered?
18VAC60-21-90.B(4) of the Regulations Governing the Practice of Dentistry.

► LAB ORDERS

Did you know that every patient record shall include duplicate laboratory work orders that meet the
requirements of §54.1-2719 of the Code including the address and signature of the dentist? 18VAC60-2190.B(8) of the Regulations Governing the Practice of Dentistry.
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WHAT'S YOUR STRATEGY?

THE PATIENT EXPERIENCE SHOULD BE PART
OF YOUR MARKETING STRATEGY

Kelsey Leavey

One of the most fundamental aspects of
a marketing plan often goes overlooked
is the patient experience at your practice.
Marketing isn’t just about setting up
Google Adwords, creating direct mail
pieces and making sure your practice’s
Facebook page is up to date. The kind of
experience a patient has with your practice
can become a valuable marketing tool or
have a negative impact on your business.
According to research conducted by
Salesforce, 76 percent of consumers
expect companies to understand their
needs and expectations.1 Today’s
consumers don’t just demand this of
big brands, but small and locally-owned
businesses too.
A significant part of the patient experience
is understanding, framing and exceeding
an individual’s expectations. It’s also about
1
https://www.salesforce.com/
research/customer-expectations/
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creating consistency so that every patient
walking through the doors of your practice,
whether they’re a new patient or longtime patient, both have the same positive
experience.

Think about the step-by-step experiences
between staff and patients. A typical
interaction for a new patient might look like
the graphic below.

Here are a few tips to help you to create
and maintain an exceptional patient
experience within your practice.

Once you have a clear view of your typical
patient experience, you can begin to think
about tweaks and improvements to the
process.

► ASSESS YOUR CURRENT
PATIENT EXPERIENCE

► GAINING INSIGHT ON YOUR
CURRENT PATIENT EXPERIENCE

Take the time to understand all of the
touchpoints your practice has with patients.

Online reviews
Online reviews typically come from
customers that have either had an
exceptional patient experience or an

Start by analyzing your current patient
experience from start to finish. From the
moment a new patient inquires about
joining your dental practice to when
they walk out the door after their first
appointment and then receive a bill,
patients are consciously and unconsciously
keeping score of the interactions they have
with your practice.

There are a couple of different approaches
you can leverage to gain perspective
around customer opinions surrounding
your practice. This will also help to
highlight any discrepancies in what
patients expect versus what you actually
deliver.

► RESOURCES
exceptionally bad one. Look back at all of
your online reviews for the past six months
to a year to identify what’s going right
and where your patient experience is not
meeting expectations.
Patient feedback/comments
The staff in your practice are likely hearing
comments and feedback from patients
either in person or over email on a regular
basis. Develop a process to track or tally
these comments, both good and bad.
Consider reserving some time during
your weekly team meeting to discuss
patient feedback from the previous week.
If common themes pop-up, you’ll know
the areas where your practice is thriving
and where your practice needs to make
adjustments.
Survey
If you collect patient emails, sending
a short online survey asking about
specific aspects of your practice’s patient
experience can be extremely insightful.
One way to do this is to distribute an
automated survey via email after a patient
visits your practice, allowing their visit to be
top of mind. Survey Monkey and Typeform
offer free and inexpensive ways to create
surveys that can be emailed to patients.
Make your questions as focused as
possible and avoid questions that are too
general such as “How was your recent
visit?” Be sure to include a mix of both
qualitative and quantitative questions in
this survey.
To incentivize survey completion by
patients, try offering a gift card through a
monthly drawing.

PATIENT EXPERIENCE METRICS

Before, during and after you make tweaks
to your patient experience -- be sure to
identify the metrics you want to track
over time to gauge the effectiveness of
the changes. You’ll want to track both
quantitative and qualitative metrics such as
the percentage of positive versus negative
reviews related to your practice online,
patient retention rate and the results of
patient surveys.
As best you can, determine your baseline
metrics and assess on a quarterly, semiannual or annual basis the changes to
these metrics.

IMPROVING YOUR PATIENT
EXPERIENCE

Once you’ve assessed your patient
experience, it is likely that there will be
room for improvement. Work with your
staff to identify how you can develop
and implement processes and changes.
In many cases, finding ways to remove
feelings of waiting, complexity, uncertainty
and fear from patient experience, can
drastically improve how a person views
your practice.

Editor's Note: Kelsey Leavey is a public
relations and social media specialist at
The Hodges Partnership, a strategic
communications firm based in Richmond
that excels in public relations, content
management and social media. She works
with clients to tell their stories through
traditional and digital media. She can be
contacted at kleavey@hodgespart.com.

The happier a patient is, the more likely
they are to refer friends and family to your
practice. Focusing on customer experience
can be an important element of your
office’s growth.
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Help Us Grow!
Recruit your colleagues, and arm them with the tools and
resources that benefit us all.
The VDA is the biggest it’s ever been, but we’re strongest
when everyone has a seat at the table. The diverse thoughts
and ideas of each member benefits every member, so talk to
your non-member friends about membership opportunities.

Contact the VDA today to learn how you
can help grow the size and strength of
our organization.
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BOARD OF DENTISTRY NOTES
MARCH 15, 2019

Ursula Klostermyer, DDS, PhD

At the start of the meeting public
comments are allowed, and the
attorney for the American Association of
Orthodontists attempted to speak on the
specialty advertising amendment, but
the regulation is not open at this point for
comment. He was asked to wait until the
60 day public comment period, after the
proposed regulations are published.
Dr. Sam Wise had submitted written
comments regarding the quality levels of
foreign-trained dentists. He states that
dentists with foreign training have varying
degrees of knowledge, and he intends
to bring attention to the fact that in some
countries dentists are lacking in dental
knowledge. He requested that they receive
extra education before they are awarded a
US dental license.
Neil Kauder proposed worksheets to
the Board of Dentistry with structured
sanctioning reference points, which are
supposed to be used when a dentist is
being sanctioned. The existing worksheets
are from 1999 and are in need of updating.
The new sheet is more comprehensive and
should make it easier to select the case
type from the list and score accordingly.

The score will then be expressed in a
monetary fine. The sheets are in a draft
stage and will be represented to the Board
at the June meeting.
The Disciplinary Board report for 2018
shows a case activity of 650 cases. Of
these, 599 cases had closed with no
violation, but 51 cases closed with a
violation. There were two dental licenses
suspended between November 2018 and
February 2019.
The Board of Dentistry members who
attended the 64th Southern Conference
of Dental Deans and Examiners – the
annual meeting in January- presented that
ethics and Integrity in higher education,
and professional practice, are challenged
especially due to an increased level of
student cheating. This is an issue which
needs to take into consideration the
different culture in today’s educational
environment. The importance of an
ongoing dialogue was stressed.
In the report of the 2019 General Assembly
BOD several summaries were introduced
and passed the House:

e.g. Virginia provides an exemption
from licensure for dentists and dental
hygienists volunteering to provide free
health care to an underserved area of the
Commonwealth under the auspices of a
publicly supported nonprofit organization
that sponsors the provision of health care
to populations of underserved people,
if they do so for a period not exceeding
three consecutive days and if the nonprofit
organization verifies that the practitioner
has a valid, unrestricted license in another
state. The fee was reduced from $10 to $5.
Editor's Note: Information presented
here is deemed to be reliable, but not
guaranteed. All VDA members are advised
to read and comprehend all Virginia Board
of Dentistry policies and regulations.

Must
Read
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FACING ETHICAL QUESTIONS?
HERE'S WHERE YOU SHOULD TURN

Dr. Caitlin Batchelor
As dentists, we are called to the profession for so many reasons, but primarily to
help people. We are driven to help, to do
good, to improve people’s lives, to make
a difference. We are able to do so, in part,
because the individuals we serve trust
us to do what is good and right for our
patients, and that is a heavy responsibility
that allows our profession a special privilege. To earn the trust of the public, we set
ourselves apart as individuals with a strong
moral compass - we are bound by an
enduring sense of right and wrong which
guides us in our work and our lives. Some
of this sense of ethics we learn at a young
age, some of it comes with experience as
we mature and face increasingly complex
and nuanced situations in life, and some
was taught as part of our dental education. All of us in our dental careers will face
numerous situations where the ethics get
fuzzy, the line between right and wrong is
unclear, and guidance is needed. In many
cases, our elected officials and religious
leaders do not qualify as good role models
for ethical behavior. But with both the public and our profession counting on us to get
it right, we’re fortunate there are wonderful
resources to turn to for guidance.
From its inception, the American Dental
Association recognized that dentistry is a
profession and not a trade, in part because
of the ethical standards to which its member dentists are held, which the profession as a whole has adopted through the
privilege of self-government. The ADA’s
Principles of Ethics & Code of Professional
Conduct is the living document that guides
the pursuit of what is right and good for
our patients, and is shaped and developed
with the changing times by the ADA’s
Council on Ethics, Bylaws, and Judicial Affairs. Holding fast to the foundational principles of patient autonomy, beneficence,
non-maleficence, justice, and veracity, the
document is comprised of the Principles of
Ethics, Code of Professional Conduct, and
Advisory Opinions, which all intermingle
to create a very readable document with
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meaningful examples of issues that we all
face in our careers. Not merely an archive,
the guide addresses such modern topics
as patient records, personal impairment,
bloodborne pathogens, abuse and neglect,
amalgams, dental benefits / insurance issues, and advertising.
In addition, the ADA offers a variety of
other resources. The ADA Ethics Hotline
provides one-on-one guidance for ethical dilemmas faced in practice settings.
JADA’s “Ethical Moment” articles keep
current ethical questions at the front of our
minds. And continuing education courses
on ethics are offered at each ADA Annual
Meeting.
Beyond the ADA, the American College of
Dentists (ACD) was founded in 1920 “to
elevate the standards of dentistry” (according to their website), in large part by
upholding the marriage between ethics
and professionalism in dentistry. Today,
their mission continues to be advance
excellence, ethics, professionalism, and
leadership within the profession. To fulfill
this mission, the ACD offers a wide array
of resources for dentists, mostly free of
charge. They sponsor the website,
http://dentalethics.org/,which provides
complimentary dental ethics courses, with
continuing education credit available. The
ACD has partnered with Indiana University School of Dentistry to create ethical
dilemma videos, available on the ACD
website (https://www.acd.org/) and on
YouTube. And the organization also offers
two written publications on their website
(available for order in print editions), the
Ethics Handbook for Dentists and the
Dental Ethics Primer. The availability of
these free resources to ACD members and
non-members alike speaks to the conviction of the organization to advance ethics
within the profession and act as a premier
resource.
Finally, our Virginia Dental Association’s
Ethics and Judicial Affairs Committee

serves as a resource for local dilemmas,
and acts in cases of ethics violations. With
members of the committee including dentists from across the state, a dental ethics
professor at VCU, and a most-wonderful
VDA Team, the VDA is here to help.
As you can see, ethical guidance is at our
fingertips with the variety of resources
available to dentists. These resources are
a gift worth taking advantage of.
Editor’s Note: Dr. Batchelor is a member
of the VDA Board of Directors and the Ethics and Judicial Affairs Committee.
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RETIREMENT STRESS?
IT'S NEVER TOO LATE TO SAVE

Joné Liuzza

We have all seen articles about retirement
and examples of compound interest. Let’s
take a peek at this study as a refresher:
The following three ladies can earn a consistent 8.00% per year in an IRA:
•

•

•

Sara works at the mall from age
16 through age 20. At the end
of each of those five years, her
parents contribute $5,000 to her
IRA. After that, she never saves
another dime.
Christy gets a job out of graduate
school and saves $5,000 at the
end of each year from age 25
through age 34 (10 years). After
that, she never saves another
dime.
Michelle gets a late start and
contributes $5,000 to her IRA at
the end of each year from age 36
through age 65 (30 years).

Which of these women will have the most
money at age 65? If you said Sara, you are
correct. Her $25,000 will grow to $936,323
by 65. Christy will have $787,176, while
Michelle will have $566,416.
If you find yourself behind the eight ball
without much saved for retirement, don’t
fret. With an action plan and old-fashioned
discipline, you can grow your nest egg in
time to enjoy your golden years.
The American Dental Education Association (ADEA) shares numerous statistics
about dental school debt and the profound
impact it can make on new dentists’ lives.
According to the agency, the average dental school debt for indebted dental school
graduates from the class of 2017 reached
$287,331. Large debt loads were reported
at both public schools and private schools
— $239,895 and $341,190, respectively.
Even more startling is the fact that more
than 30% of indebted dental graduates

from the class of 2017 reported debt loads
of more than $300,000.

balance at age 65, approximately $4.4
million.

If you are able to start making the maximum salary deferral (currently $19,000) to
a 401(k) plan at age 25 with an 8% annual
return and a 30-year timeframe, your efforts will amass over $2 million at the end
of the 30-year period. If there is an employer contribution, a combination of employee
and employer dollars ($14,000 salary
deferral and a $5,000 company match, for
instance) will achieve the same result.

Suppose age 40 has come and gone
and now you are older still without much
savings. Again, it may not be too late. If
you are age 52 and own a small dental
practice, consider sponsoring a defined
benefit plan or cash balance plan. In certain cases, you may be able to contribute
$150,000 or $200,000 per year. While it
would take a lot of discipline to live on less
for a while, it would be worth it in the end.

What if you are 40 and can only start
saving now? It’s not too late. If you have
a 401(k) plan, consider contributing the
maximum allowed which is $56,000 in
2019. This will be a combination of employee contributions ($19,000 this year,
but indexed) and employer contributions.
Employer contributions could come in the
form of a safe harbor match, a safe harbor
nonelective contribution, or a profit sharing
contribution. Cross-tested plan designs
are very flexible with allowing every person
in the practice to have some discretion in
their total contribution. If you start saving at
40 with an 8% annual return, this arrangement will morph into a sizable retirement

Defined benefit plans, which include cash
balance plans, have special rules about
how much money may be accumulated
and withdrawn. Unlike defined contribution
plans such as a 401(k), you are not free to
accumulate an unlimited amount of money.
Under the most favorable scenario, an
individual could receive a lump sum payout
from a defined benefit plan at age 62 of
about $2.9 million. The maximum will depend on age, compensation level, years of
plan participation, and other factors. Still,
there is tremendous potential for amassing
large amounts of retirement savings in a
relatively short period by utilizing a defined
benefit plan.
► Continued on the next page - Retirement
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► Continued from the previous page - Retirement
Defined benefit plans are very effective
savings vehicles for business owners age
50 and over who desire larger deductible retirement plan contributions than the
$56,000 allowed in 401(k) plans. As indicated earlier, an individual may be able to
attain an annual contribution of $150,000,
$200,000, or even more depending on
the circumstances. For a solo practitioner, we recommend a traditional defined
benefit plan. For practices with several
employees besides the owner, we normally
recommend a combo plan design including a cash balance plan and a 401(k) plan.
Defined benefit plans and cash balance
plans are best when the ratio of employees
to owners is relatively small and when the
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practice income is stable or past a certain
threshold year after year. There are several factors that will come into play. Your
third party administrator will be able to offer
plan design options based on your specific
practice data as well as your long-term
goals and objectives.

balance in keeping your nest egg intact a
little longer.

The examples used here are simple solutions to the issue of a late start to retirement savings.

Editor’s Note: Joné Liuzza, ERPA, QPA,
QKA, is Director of Third Party Administration Services for ACG. She handles the
team’s activity in serving plan sponsors
and coordinating ACG’s client involvement,
from plan conversion to the ongoing support of daily plan management.

Studies show that people are living longer
and working longer. It is more about enjoying their work and staying active, less
about money. However, staying engaged
and working part-time may be the perfect

Ask your financial planner about distribution planning and have confidence your
retirement savings will take you to and
through your golden years.

► RESOURCES

LIFE CYCLE OF A DENTIST
INSIGHT FOR THE JOURNEY

Dr. James R. Schroeder
I was blessed to have been the owner
of my own dental practice for 35 years
with three partners joining me on the
journey. For the past ten years I have
been the proud owner of a consulting
firm which allows me to develop and
coach colleagues during all stages of
their professional growth and practice
transitions. The different experiences in
this article are composites of my clients.
Each composite shared will describe
an issue and insight on how to navigate
through the challenge at hand. Hopefully
it will strengthen your confidence,
competence and the challenges of your
growth plan. Furthermore, this is not a
journey you want to do on your own.
We will start at the beginning of our
professional journey.

► NEW

DENTIST

You're working hard to build your
practice and clinical skills while
balancing your finances and work\life.
•

•
•

•

•

I don't understand why my
production is so different from my
collections.
The staff doesn't respect me.
The senior doctor is disappointed
in my clinical competence and
confidence.
I am not busy enough and the
senior doctor keeps all the
patients!
I thought I was moving from an
associate to Partner. I have been

•
•

here five years and we haven't
discussed the plan.
Should I start or buy a practice?
Managing my work/life balance is
overwhelming!

►INSIGHTS

Each of the above are comments
frequently brought to my attention by the
new general dentist looking for help in
navigating the bumps of their professional
life. New dentists have a challenging
pathway with many potential obstacles that
keep them up at night. Planning with good
counsel/mentor are mandatory to develop
an understanding of both the financials
and relationships that are required to have
a successful professional journey. The
most successful new dentists I engage, are
those that realize dental skills alone will
not suffice in their professional pathway
forward.
Some were advised in school: “Always get
paid from production and not collections.”
The painful fact is most practices are
adjusting 15%-25% from production in
order to participate with benefit plans.
Production is funny money that until it is
collected it is not in the compensation
equation. The disconnect from their
limited clinical training in school to
the expectations encountered in the
world of private practice and corporate
dentistry requires us as a profession to
do a better job. Disappointment early in
your profession can be discouraging.
Understanding profit/loss would be
extremely helpful to have a sense of
expenses and revenue along with the pros
and cons of the diversified opportunities in
the workplace.
Often an associate comes into a practice
as line labor and never really understands
how the business operates. Take
disappointment as an opportunity to grow
and come out stronger on the other side.

Respect can be an enormous problem that
can throttle a practice and growth. Some
have been in school all of their lives and
have never worked in a service industry.
Dentistry has a huge service component
that demands staff and doctors to have an
attitude of "How may I serve you?"
This is often a foreign language which
needs to be taught and modeled to both
the staff and doctor. Another skill to master
is interpersonal relationships necessary
to build respect and bond your team.
Developing a strong on-boarding plan is
essential. I strongly recommend seeking
counsel and guidance to assure an
excellent outcome for both parties.
Sometimes there is a large gap in
expectations of clinical skills. It is not
intentional, but there is virtually no
objective communication between the
school and private practice. My interaction
with many students that graduate reveals
a mind-set of "fearodontics" which
stymies their ability to grow. It is a tough
balance to establish when graduating
with nearly $300,000 in loans and you are
uncomfortable treating a tooth in need of
endodontics.

► MID-CAREER

You've expanded your skill-set to include
many specialties and are enjoying the
fruits of your labor! The systems are
refined and the office is humming.
•

What is next? Should I take on an
associate and groom them to buy
the practice?
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► RESOURCES
•

•

•

•

•

•

Should I merge with a colleague
in order to leverage expenses and
share resources?
I am in a group practice and
I don’t like the way things are
managed. I am thinking of
splitting.
The other colleague I encounter
is frozen with paralysis from
analysis. Analytic skills are critical
for dentistry but when overused
they become a weakness. A 50
year-old associate has been
considering going solo for many
years. Very talented clinically,
but just not sure he wants
the headache of ownership.
Everyone who comes to me with
the statement “I am ready to be
an owner”, I advise them that it
requires a different skill set than
being a dentist.
A growing challenge is keeping
the revenue column from
shrinking due to decreasing
reimbursements from insurance
companies while the expense
column continues to grow.
The world of staffing and HR
challenges increase with growth
of the practice while often the
leadership of the doctor declines
as the demands of patient care
increase.
The ability to achieve balance
between home and work
with children and finances
and community is a delicate
challenge. The three most
common concerns brought to me
are at mid-career.

►INSIGHTS

Employees will never rise above the
enthusiasm of the owner. Your mental
and physical health are foundations to
sustaining your practice. At mid-career
take note if you are going in the right
direction. Very few of us realized how
demanding owning and working a dental
practice in these changing times would be.
Gather the facts on your practice and seek
outside consul for an objective evaluation.
How do I want to design my next
chapter? I recommend taking time off
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with your spouse or a colleague with this
type of planning. Connect with the VDA
and ADA for a fresh perspective in your
assessment evaluation. Planning for
change requires different thinking than the
day to day dental operations.
Recognize that the skill set you started
your professional journey with requires
refreshing to sustain a vibrant journey to
the finish line.
The arrival of corporate dentistry and
declining reimbursements with insurance
demands a well thought out strategy with
your team. This requires assessment of
your current growth, profit and breakdown
of each insurance company and the
revenue they provide.
At the END of your mini-assessment
retreat, walk away with specific GOALS
and an action plan addressing the pathway
to your next chapter. Seek professional
guidance on development of your
leadership skills and areas of growth.
Make sure your toolbox has what is
necessary to carry out your plans. We can
do anything, but we cannot do everything.
Write down what you are going to do with
key dates for completion! Include your
team so they have ownership.

► LATE

CAREER

No one can escape the bell-shaped curve
in a private practice. According to the
ADA the average revenue for a general
dentist peaks around the age of 55-60.
The patient base also ages with them. The
final chapter looks different for each doctor,
however there are key factors to ensure
you maximize closing out your professional
career. Sometimes we don’t have a choice
due to illness or accident which ends our
career abruptly. If that is the case, there
are still many choices if you act promptly.
I advise seeking out a third party to help
you pull things together as the value of a
practice declines rapidly in the absence
of a doctor. If it is not an abrupt closure, I
suggest taking a blank piece of paper and

draw your ideal exit strategy. Start having
conversations with colleagues, family and
people with expertise outside dentistry.
There is another chapter of life after
dentistry for you to explore. This provides
you the luxury of developing your best
case scenario:
•
•
•
•

Sell and walk away
Sell and stay on as an associate
part time
Do a chart acquisition and be
absorbed into another practice
Seek counsel from:
»» Practice transition
consultant
»» An attorney familiar with
dental transitions
»» An accountant well versed
in dental practice sales.

►INSIGHTS

Leaving your practice is an enormous
change and decision. Seeking a counselor
can be a very helpful adjunct to challenge
your mind-set.
The road of our professional journey has
undergone major structural changes in
the past ten years. Nobody escapes the
bumps and detours over the course of a
career. My strong recommendation is don’t
travel it alone.
There are many exceptional resources
to provide guidance and support. I
believe we still have an exciting and
fulfilling profession in serving the public’s
oral health needs. With this article
I've attempted to create awareness of
challenges we encounter along the way.
Being proactive, a lifelong learner and
seeking counsel outside your expertise
can expand your horizons and open many
doors.
Editor’s Note: Dr. James R. Schroeder
practiced dentistry in Richmond and is
the founder of Leadership by Design. If
you have any questions or would like help
implementing a change in your office,
contact Dr. Jim Schroeder at 804-8975900. jim@drjimschroeder.com.

MEET THE CANDIDATES

► MEMBERSHIP

CURRENT LEADERSHIP CANDIDATES
VOTING OPENS IN JULY

PRESIDENT-ELECT
I am very excited to run for PresidentElect of the VDA. Having been a
member of the tripartite (ADA/VDA/
RDS) for nearly 20 years now, and
having held leadership positions at
the local, state and national levels, I
feel prepared to take on the honorable
role of VDA president-elect. Our
membership is turning over and we've
seen an influx of young members with

great ideas for gentrification of the VDA. My goal would be to
make meaningful changes to the ways we approach organized
dentistry catering to the desires of our new generation of
dentists so they can feel as connected, involved and proud to be
a VDA dentist!

DR. FRANK IUORNO

SECRETARY/TREASURER
I would like to serve as VDA Treasurer.
I began my service to the VDA on
Council on Finance. I have been
involved with my component and
state association since 2000. I am
very committed to our profession and
would like the opportunity to continue
to serve at the next level. My work at
the VDA level as well as at the ADA

level has provided the experience that is needed to serve as the
VDA Treasurer. It is with great pleasure that I am seeking the
position of VDA Treasurer.

DR. CYNTHIA SOUTHERN

ADA DELEGATE
Dentistry today faces many trials
and tribulations. One main problem
is membership. This past year,
membership in the ADA has seen
an upward trend nationwide. Virginia
should be especially proud as we
received a recognition award for our
membership efforts. Today the ADA is
stronger, because of the determination
by states such as our own! The ADA is

constantly trying to give our members the best services for their
practices in order to succeed.
Being selected to serve a four-year term on the Council of
Education and Licensure at the ADA is a milestone for me.
Serving on a Council is one of the highest honors a delegate can
embrace. I feel my work ethic and experience on this delegation
have provided a strong foundation for my continued service on the
National level. I would like to ask for your continuing support as I
seek re-election to the position of ADA Delegate.

DR. MICHAEL LINK

ADA DELEGATE
Having served the VDA as an alternate
delegate to the ADA, I feel a great
sense of accomplishment and pride.
The honor of having represented this
association at a national level is something I would like to continue with in the
future. I have been an active member
of the VDA, including holding the title
of President of the Northern Virginia
Dental Society, Chairman of the Patient

Relations Committee, and Delegate to the VDA. I have always
been honored to have had a chance to serve our community in
these positions and have felt a great sense of responsibility while
serving in these offices.
I am asking for your help in allowing me to continue to fight
against corporate intervention and government regulation. I am
asking you to allow me to fight for the practices that we have
worked so hard to build, so that they may continue to thrive. I am
asking for your vote today.

DR. PAUL OLENYN
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► MEMBERSHIP

CURRENT LEADERSHIP CANDIDATES
VOTING OPENS IN JULY

ADA DELEGATE

I would like to serve as an ADA
delegate. I have served as alternate
delegate for 5 years. I have learned
through my experience with the
association that hard work pays off. I
have been involved with my component
and state association since 2000. I am
very committed to our profession and
would like the opportunity to continue to

serve at the next level. My work at the VDA level has provided
the experience that is needed to serve as an ADA delegate.
It is with great pleasure that I am seeking the position of
Alternate Delegate to the ADA

DR. CYNTHIA SOUTHERN

ADA ALTERNATE DELEGATE
Continuing education and Advocacy
have been among the top reasons
that colleagues join the ADA. Having
served on the ADA Delegation, as a
Council member, past Chairman of the
16th District Caucus, and most recently
as Chairman of the Budget Reference
Committee; I have learned that there
are many more intangibles involved in

organized dentistry. As your representative, I have enjoyed the
opportunity to serve and to help create policy that will advance
and protect the profession of dentistry. I wish to continue to
serve on the Delegation and I ask for your vote as an ADA
Alternate Delegate.

DR. RALPH HOWELL

ADA ALTERNATE DELEGATE
Giving back to my profession has
been one of my greatest privileges.
Having served on our Board over the
years and as your President last year, I
have had a chance to see how quickly
change is impacting our profession and
how important it is for us to remain a
focused, cohesive unit that is capable
of proactively adapting to the coming

change in order to stay relevant in today’s world. Our 16th
district delegation is a strong and well-respected voice of our
members. Through the 16th district our VDA members have
often brought ideas, initiatives, and impactful legislation to the
ADA, and those actions benefit our entire profession. We face
many challenges ahead, but also many opportunities. I am
so appreciative of your support over the years, and I humbly
ask for your vote to allow me to serve as an ADA alternate
delegate and to help represent your voice on a national level.

DR. BENITA MILLER

ADA ALTERNATE DELEGATE
Per VDA bylaws the Dean of the VCU
School of Dentistry is appointed for a
2-year term as an Alternate Delegate.

DR. DAVID SARRETT
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► MEMBERSHIP

ADA ALTERNATE DELEGATE
I've enjoyed being involved in my local
component though the VDA and hope
to positively influence the future of dentistry. Organized dentistry is the back
bone of our profession, and we need to
be proactive in protecting the career we
love. Thank you for your support.

DR. BRIAN THOMPSON

ADA ALTERNATE DELEGATE
I wish to serve as an ADA Alternate
Delegate and take my professional
service to the next level. I have participated in several positions over the
years in my Component and at the
VDA level. I have been Program Chair
and all the line offices in the Northern
Virginia Dental Society. Furthermore,
I have been PAC Committee Chair,
served on the Legislative Committee,

DR. SCOTT BERMAN

a VDA Delegate, served on Reference Committees-and as a
Reference Committee Chair, served and Chaired Credentials
Committee, and have been Speaker of the House the last four
years for the VDA. I would now like to elevate my service to
the national level. I also would like to serve the ADA by providing a unique and needed perspective. I want the ADA to be the
voice of ALL dentists. We are stronger together. I am committed
to strengthening the reputation of our profession and to finding ways to strengthen organized dentistry. Thank you for your
consideration.

ADA ALTERNATE DELEGATE
I wish to run for the position of ADA
Alternate Delegate. I was fortunate
to be exposed to organized dentistry
through ASDA leadership positions held
at the VCU School of Dentistry. This
opportunity allowed me to serve on the
Virginia delegation starting 6 years ago
and as my career has evolved, I am
now able to sit on the delegation as a
leader from Component 8. I believe it

DR. JEENA DEVASIA

is imperative as a young dentist, to recognize the constant threats
and pressures facing our great profession and continue advocating for our autonomy as well as protect our ability to serve patients
to the best of our abilities. I have had the privilege of serving in
multiple leadership positions at the state and local levels and am
highly grateful for the opportunity to network with other passionate
leaders,De further solidifying my desire to run for this position and
serve my profession beyond the walls of my office. I am grateful for this opportunity and would be honored to serve as a VDA
Alternate Delegate to the ADA.
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► MEMBERSHIP

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
THROUGH MARCH 1, 2019

Contact Sarah Mattes Marshall, Membership Advocate, to get involved.
804.523.2189 or mattes@vadental.org
Dr. Steven Marinelli – Chester – University
of Oklahoma College of Dentistry 1984

Dr. Robert Brandt – Virginia Beach –
Indiana University School of Dentistry 2010
Dr. Tetyana McCain – Hampton –
University of North Carolina School of
Dentistry 2016
Dr. Ketan Patel – Virginia Beach – West
Virginia University School of Dentistry
2018

Dr. Jared Kneib – Williamsburg – University
of Pittsburgh School of Dental Medicine
2011
Dr. Lesely-Anne Phu – Hampton – New
York University College of Dentistry 2018

Dr. Aderonke Akinkugbe – Richmond –
Johns Hopkins University 2010
Dr. Deepika Ganesh – Midlothian –
University of California at Los Angeles
School of Dentistry 2018
Dr. Christian Herrera – Glen Allen –
University of Puerto Rico School of Dental
Medicine 2018
Dr. Krysten Herrero – Midlothian – Tufts
University School of Dental Medicine 2018
Dr. Aniket Jadhav – Richmond – University
of Connecticut School of Dental Medicine
2013
Dr. Katherine Keifer – Powhatan – Stony
Brook University School of Dental
Medicine 2016
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Dr. Duane Schafer – Richmond – Ohio
State University College of Dentistry 1983
Dr. Rebecca Turner – Richmond – Virginia
Commonwealth University School of
Dentistry 2010
Dr. Keri Wakefield – Louisa – Loma Linda
University School of Dentistry 2012

Dr. Jacqueline Brown – Roanoke –
University of Tennessee College of
Dentistry 2017
Dr. Xiaoying Deng – Lynchburg –
University of Southern California Herman
Ostrow School of Dentistry 2018
Dr. Dylan Krupp – Martinsville – Temple
University The Maurice H. Kornberg
School of Dentistry 2018
Dr. Janna Laverdiere – Madison Heights –
Tufts University School of Dental Medicine
2017
Dr. Alyssa Martini – Lynchburg – Georgia
Regents University 2016

Dr. Lily Nguyen – Charlottesville – Nova
Southeastern University College of Dental
Medicine 2018
Dr. Lauren Wronsky – Charlottesville –
University of Maryland School of Dentistry
2015
Dr. Shelley Yang – Rockingham – West
Virginia University School of Dentistry
2018

Dr. Ehab Ben Nasir – Loudoun – Case
Western Reserve University School of
Dental Medicine 2015
Dr. Krystle Dean-Duru – Ashburn – Virginia
Commonwealth University School of
Dentistry 2013
Dr. Claire Escario – Annandale –
University of Miami/Jackson Memorial
Hospital 2019
Dr. Diego Gallardo – Falls Church –
University of Puerto Rico School of Dental
Medicine 2011
Dr. Roopa Gulati-Rao – McLean – New
York University College of Dentistry
1999

Dr. John Buyer – Montgomery – Indiana
University School of Dentistry 1983

Dr. Peter Havelos – Loudoun – Virginia
Commonwealth University School of
Dentistry 2016
Dr. Caleb Jang – Alexandria – New York
University College of Dentistry 2018
Dr. Scott Koo – Prince William – University
of Maryland Dental School, Baltimore
College of Dental Surgery 2015

► MEMBERSHIP

Dr. Susan Murray – Herndon – University
of Pennsylvania School of Dental Medicine
2008
Dr. Jiyon Oh – Falls Church – Howard
University College of Dentistry 2016
Dr. Jung-Min Oh – Springfield – Tufts
University School of Dental Medicine 2000

Dr. Ibraheem Samirah – Fairfax – Boston
University Goldman School of Dental
Medicine 2017

Dr. Kime Whitman – Loudoun – Virginia
Commonwealth University School of
Dentistry 2010

Dr. Divya Sankepally – Fairfax –
Columbia University College of Dental
Medicine 2002

Dr. Josef Wollmann – Leesburg – Loma
Linda University School of Dentistry 2010

Dr. Pallavi Tonsekar – Falls Church –
Rutgers School of Dental Medicine 2015
Dr. Ahmed Uthman – Alexandria –
University of Michigan School of Dentistry
2013

Dr. Alicia Yim – Arlington – Temple
University The Maurice H. Kornberg
School of Dentistry 2016
Dr. Hiba Zakhour – Burke – Howard
University College of Dentistry 2012

IN MEMORY OF:
Name			

		

City			

Date of Death

Age

Dr. Thomas W. Armstrong		

Culpeper		

January 29, 2019		

95

Dr. Paul Burbank			

Viera, FL		

June 29, 2018			

90

Dr. William D. Crockett			

Richmond		

March 9, 2019			
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Dr. Don E. Gibbin			

Front Royal		

February 3, 2019			

96

Dr. Joel C. Goldstein			

Alexandria		

February 18, 2019		

70

Dr. Robert Keller				

Reedville		

March 23, 2019			

82

Dr. Michael A. Abbott			

Roanoke		

March 23, 2019			
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

DR. GARY R. HARTWELL

American Association of Endodontists
Edgar D. Coolidge Award
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Discover the Possibilities
VDA CLASSIFIEDS...your go-to resource for jobs and practice transitions.

ADVERTISE

WITH

US!

WE CAN HELP YOU

FIND A

JOB
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www.VDAClasifieds.org

Classifieds

6201 – Associate Dentist Needed
Hampton Roads VA- Associate General
Dentists. Our 23 year old well established
general practice seeking new graduate and
experienced general dentists. We have
multi practices at Hampton Roads. We do
all services from preventive, restorative,
oral surgery, endo, and ortho, too. We offer
competitive compensation package including guaranteed salary, 401k plan, vacation,
health insurance. Also we do sponsorship
for the green card. If you are interested call
or CV in jjychung1961@yahoo.com or
call Juli 757-593-5052
6230 – Dental Associate
Seeking an associate in a small town in
the beautiful Shenandoah Valley (Augusta
County, VA). Our family and cosmetic solo
practice is two generation family owned
since 1960 and our doctor is ready to slow
down. Recently renovated six operatory
office with a large patient base is located
in area with broad, clean industrial support.
Seeking an experienced, compassionate,
motivated and team-oriented person with
eventual buy out possibility. Send CV today and join a great, experienced team as
we are ready to hire the right person today.
Contact: Casey |
sdlr.dentistry@gmail.com
6234 – Part Time Dentist
Thriving dental practice is Fredericksburg
needs an associate with the experience
and confidence to handle diagnosis, treatment planning and procedure delivery
on basic cases. The practice is very well
staffed with seasoned assistants and dental hygienists so there is plenty of support.
This is a perfect fit for a dentist interested
in and comfortable with every high tech
dental device imaginable. A short list
includes the latest Cerec with integrated
mill and 3D imaging. Intra-oral cameras
in each of the 8 hygiene and treatment
rooms. Most rooms have been recently
updated. This is a journey. We are looking
for someone to start off slow working a

VDA Classifieds allows you to conveniently browse and place ads
on the VDA website and in this publication. VDA Members can
advertise with VDA Classifieds for FREE. Nonmembers are also
welcome to place ads for a fee. Please visit vdaclassifieds.org
for details on advertising with us.

few days per week (part-time) with a quick
ramp up to full time. More days will be
added as the practice adjusts to scheduling two doctors. The practice is looking to
expand hours and include more patient
days. Please send a resume with a short
note defining what type of engagement
would be best for you. Resumes demonstrating best fit will be contacted for phone
interview to be respectful of your time. If it
makes sense to continue, we will schedule
an onsite interview and practice tour. Look
forward to hearing from you.
Contact: Tom Francis |
ventureddsllc@gmail.com

interview to be respectful of your time. If it
makes sense to continue, we will schedule
an onsite interview and practice tour. Look
forward to hearing from you.
Contact: Don Rellins | 540-830-0400 |
ezgoband@comcast.net

6245 – Dental Associate to Partnership/
Dental Associate
Want to have a MENTOR to grow clinically
and learn how to run a dental practice? We
have an amazing mentorship program with
a focus on improving general dentistry and
expanded services to our patients. Our
state-of-the-art office integrates new technologies like Cerec, iTero, digital X-ray and
Implant training. You will be training and
working with this equipment within weeks
of joining us. Our mentorship program
extends into personal growth, marketing
and the operations of the office. We are a
fast growing, established privately owned
dental office in Blacksburg, Virginia looking
to add an associate with potential option
to future partnership. We have plenty of
space to work with a 12 operatory office
and 6 dental assistants. We are a patient
centric office and want to offer lifelong dentistry to all patients. We offer lucrative pay,
401K contribution, malpractice, benefits,
mentorship, and more. We look forward to
hearing from you!
Contact: Tom Williams | 540-951-4419 |
tom@reallifedental.com

6257 – Work in nature’s paradise!
Live and work close to the beach with a
short drive to the mountains! Have you
been looking for a practice with a key set
of core values in mind? Are you looking
to treat your patients in a family focused
environment? Morrison Dental Group is
seeking dental professionals to work in our
Williamsburg, Newport News and Hampton
locations! Enjoy working with a group of
professionals that value working together
as a team. Whether you have multiple
years of experience or have recently completed your education, we want to meet
you! Training, development and mentorship opportunities available! Contact
Alison to discuss your career with Morrison
Dental Group!
Contact: Alison Morrison | 757-719-2237
amorrison@morrisondentalgroup.com
6263 - Associate Dentist
Our SW Virginia Dental Group is looking
for an associate dentist to join our thriving group. This chosen individual will be
offered full time employment, as well as
an impressive benefit package. Our office
is a team oriented practice, with a staff
that is second to none. The office is also
equipped with the latest and most up to
date dental equipment that allows us to
offer a variety of services for our patients
which include implants, root canals and
crown & bridge. If interested please email
contact us via email.
Contact: Sherry Guerrant | 540-444-5659 |
swvadental@gmail.com

6250 – Associate Dentist Shenandoah
Valley
Wanted associate dentist for busy Shenandoah Valley dental practice. Looking
for someone who has interest in eventual practice transition. 3-4 days a week.
Please send a resume with a short note
defining what type of engagement would
be best for you. Resumes demonstrating best fit will be contacted for phone

6266 – Established, fee-for-service practice looking for a general dentist
Established fee-for-service, high volume
private practice office in Richmond, VA is
seeking an associate with a potential to
become a partner to join our team. This
position will be full time for maternity leave
and then will become a permanent part
time position with an opportunity to turn
into a full-time position with the expected
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growth of the practice. Our ideal candidate
has to have at least 5 years of experience,
joyful personality, and excellent chair-side
manners. Attention to detail in all aspects
of general dentistry is a must. Our practice
has been in operation since 1992, and we
have a very strong patient base. Email
your CV to:
Contact: Sandy | 804-740-4485 |
sandy@richmondfamilydentistry.com
6269 – Associate Dentist/Partnership –
Virginia Beach
Modern general practice looking for associate dentist. Located in a growing upscale
area of Virginia Beach. Great practice with
8 modern operatories, digital X-rays, digital
scanners. Competive Salary with buy-in
opportunity. Owner dentist ready to phase
out Within 5 years. Incredible opportunity
to take over a great practice.
Contact: Lisa | 757-839-2076 |
Dlj@cox.net
6273 – Part-Time General Dentist –
Newport News
Family practice looking for a part-time,
experienced General Dentist to join our
practice. We are a well-established practice providing patient centered comprehensive dental care. Our practice is located
in Newport News and is spacious and
modern. The ideal candidate is competent,
motivated and personable. 3-4 days per
week with flexibility. Great opportunity for
semi-retired General Dentist. Please send
CV via email.
Contact: Dawn Hassan | 757-596-7000
dhassan@linkjacobslink.com
6277 – Associate to Traditional Private
Practice Ownership
Multiple full and part-time opportunities for
general dentists. Atlantic Dental Care is
a unique group practice 100% owned by
its member dentists. We are preserving
the private practice of dentistry. Our 117
dentists have a shared vision of delivering
quality care in the Hampton Roads communities (Williamsburg to Virginia Beach)
we serve through our 74 locally owned
dental offices. We are a group practice for
dentists by dentists. Tired of working for
someone else come join us and begin your
pathway to ownership of your own practice. Benefits include 401k profit sharing,
health/disability insurance, pretax child-
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care, flexible spending, and health savings
accounts. Whether you’re tired of working
for someone else, a recent graduate or
student ADC is designed to provide you
with the clinical and business mentoring to
ensure your success. Meet us at https://
youtu.be/D1LBEvGgIu8 and http://www.
atlanticdentalcare.net/. Forward resume/
inquiry to receive opportunities listing. Confidentiality Assured.
Contact: Marina | 757-455-5554 |
atlanticdentalcare@cox.net
6290 – Associate Dentist – Virginia
Beach
Looking for a pathway to ownership in a
truly exceptional dental practice? This is a
remarkably innovative, state-of-the-art dental practice that sets itself apart in many
ways. You'll be part of a rapidly growing
practice and enjoy working with a forwardthinking dental team who love what they
do. Candidate must be comfortable with
implants (placement) and enjoy all aspects
of dentistry. This position is available now reply to Jim Schroeder today!
Contact: Jim Schroeder | 804-897-5900 |
drjim@drjimschroeder.com
6291 – Associate Dentist – Clifton Forge
Located in what’s considered a “Highlands
Treasure”, this well-established practice
serves families within the Town of Clifton
Forge and its surrounding areas. The
region, named for the beautiful Alleghany
Mountains, is at the southern tip of the
Shenandoah Valley, near Douthat State
Park, George Washington and Jefferson
National Forests, and nearby colleges,
Washington & Lee University, Roanoke
College, and VMI. Searching for a candidate who is confident in a broad range
of dentistry from root canals, extractions,
implants, and cosmetic dentistry. Many
benefits in joining this practice, including:
*High income opportunity! Practice is currently producing over $2 million with ample
room for growth. *Beautiful area with access to extraordinary mountainous areas,
parks. *Pathway to Partnership. This is an
outstanding opportunity to grow and learn
with a dental team devoted to comprehensive compassionate patient care. Send
your CV and cover letter to Dr Jim Schroeder at drjim@lbdtransitions.com.
Contact: Dr. Jim Schroeder | 804-897-5900
drjim@lbdtransitions.com
6296 – Associate Dentist
Our modern well established private dental
practice is seeking an experienced and
highly motivated associate dentist to join
our amazing and experienced dental team.

Our Virginia Beach area practice has
an excellent reputation and is looking to
expand to meet the needs of our growing community. This is a fantastic place to
work and live. We have a beautiful office
and a wonderful patient population. We
pride ourselves on providing excellent
comprehensive dental care while building lasting relationships with our patients
and our community. Our staff prides
themselves on making the office feel like
a second home while being extremely
proficient and professional. Looking to hire
someone who is interested in providing
the same quality of comprehensive care
to which our patients have grown accustomed. Must be proficient in a full range of
dental treatments. Please e-mail resume/
CV. Competitive Salary – Great earning
potential. Virginia Dental License required.
We look forward to hearing from you. The
position also includes 401k benefits, bonus
and access to our health insurance plan.
Please send resume, cover letter and 3
references for consideration to frontdesk@
idealsmilesdentistry.com
Contact: Shabana Zahir | 757-353-7636 |
frontdesk@idealsmilesdentistry.com
6300 – Associate Dentist - Abingdon
Looking for an associate that is passionate
about Dentistry and seeks a fantastic career and opportunity. I would like to have a
doctor that is interested in perfecting skills
and would consider a buy in (long term or
short term) if the situation feels right. It’s
important for me to be available to foster
and grow the relationship while giving freedom and independence as desired. The
practice is very busy with a broad patient
base and focuses on Comprehensive Family Dentistry. We have an established periodontal program with excellent recall. We
are booked with recall 8-9 months ahead
and restorative appointments are booked
2-3 months ahead. We do not participate
with any insurance. Collections match
production. 6 operatories fully furnished
and up to date.
Contact: Carla Keene DDS | 276-676-0070
| cmkdds@ymail.com
6303 – Associate Dentist – Glen Allen
We are looking for a part time associate
dentist for a busy family practice in Glen
Allen, VA.
Contact: Dr. K | 804-874-5005

6260 – Hygienist Position Available
This position is a full time position with
excellent benefits, great schedule, supportive coworkers and the opportunity to form
lifelong relationships in the community of
Purcellville Virginia. We aren’t looking for
just anyone; we are looking for the perfect
fit for our practice, who will be part of our
family for years to come! Please respond
to this job listing with your resume and why
you think you would be the perfect fit. If
we think you might be a potential candidate, our office will be in touch for a phone
conversation followed by an in-person
interview.
Contact: Misha | 540-338-7325 |
misha@norbodental.com
6262 – Registered Dental Hygienist (Full
Time)
Quarterpath Dental Center is looking for a
registered dental hygienist to join our team.
We are looking for a personable, hard
working person. Our practice has thrived
by offering over the top customer service in
a non-rushed environment. We offer state
of the art service using modern equipment.
Practice currently has 2 dentists and 5
hygienists. Average: 35 hours per week.
4 day work week. Full Time Benefits: Paid
Vacation, Partial Payment of Health Insurance, 401K, Great Working Environment
Please send resume/CV via email.
Contact: Arlene Ray | 757-345-2295 |
jobs@quarterpathdental.com
6271 – Part Time Dental Hygienist
Exciting office in Virginia Beach, Virginia
has an immediate opening for a part-time,
experienced dental hygienist. We pride
ourselves in providing excellence in dental
care and aim to provide the best patient
experience. Must be positive, energetic,
thorough, and a team player. Great work
environment and fun team to work with!
Current license required. 2 1/2 days/
week. We are located in the Landstown
Commons area. Please send resume for
consideration.
Contact: gdc1908@gmail.com

6295 – Dental Hygienist – Chesapeake
Established dental practice in Chesapeake, VA seeking licensed hygienist to
join our team. We are a modern, fastpaced office where the well-being of our
patients is the first priority.
Contact: Michelle Morris-Walls | Fax resumes to 757-548-4492 |
mchelle58@outlook.com
6313 – Dental Assistant Needed
We are looking for a competent dental
assistant who will help make our growing
general dental office efficient and pleasant for our patients. A friendly smile and
customer service is a priority. The dental
assistant is organized and pays attention
to detail; is also cross trained with front
office skills. Responsibilities: Welcome
patients, Prepare patients for treatments/
checkups ensuring their comfort, Select
and set up instruments, equipment and
materials needed, Sterilize instruments
according to regulations, Assist dentist
through 4-handed dentistry, Undertake lab
tasks as instructed, Provide oral hygiene/
post-operative care instructions, Keep
dental room clean, well-stocked, Maintain
records, Assist treatment planning and
delivery to patients, Take x-rays/intraoral photos, Assist front office staff when
needed: answering phones, scheduling
appointments, checking in/out patients,
posting dental treatment and submitting
dental claims.
Requirements: X-ray certification, Additional certification/training is an asset, as
well as cross trained between front office
and clinic.
Contact: Jason Hutchens | 540-692-9264
hutchensfamilydentistry@gmail.com

6200 – Dental Condominium For Rent
Hayes/Gloucester Point Fully equipped
dental condominium for rent with option to buy. Three operatories with fourth
plumbed. Nitrous oxide, Digital x-ray,
Eaglesoft. Previous owner was a specialist, so no patients convey. Bright fresh and
reasonably priced.
Contact: Angela Render | 757-927-3879
|angelarender@hotmail.com
6213 – Practice for Sale
Description: Turn key dental office for
sale in Stafford VA. 5 operatory office
two plumbed and fully equipped. Newly

renovated office fully equipped, office it
completely paperless and digital. All equipment, technology, and patient records
included perfect for a satellite office or
start-up office. Asking $175000 price is
negotiable
Contact: Vernon Williams | 301-237-9469 |
vwill922@gmail.com
6284 – Dental Office Space for SALE –
Falls Church City
1,100 sq. ft, 5 ops was perio office for
>20 yrs. The space is now stripped of old
chairs, and equip but still has plumbing for
5 ops plus xray units and vacuum/suction/
small lab. $ 350 K
Contact: Dr. M. Favagehi | 703-237-3700
MFAVAGEHI@YAHOO.COM

6248 – Equipment for Sale
3 Mobile assistant cabinets 50 each 1
Hugo wheel chair 40 1 AT 2000 developer
with replenisher 300 1 Zeon illuminator 50
1 hot cold water dispenser 40
Contact: Dr. Michael Krone | 804-405-8141
| drkrone@drkrone.com
6310 – Dental Equipment
100+ years old SSWhite foot powered dental drill - what a conversation piece $110
Sedatron Parkell N2O flowmeter (1980s)
free Whip Mix oil sterilizer (1920s?) free
Whip Mix amalgamator (1930s?) free
Contact: Dan Leahy | 804-794-3966 |
drdrleahy@hotmail.com

6237 – Practice for Sale – Franklin, VA
I am the oldest practicing dentist in a
partnership of three and looking to retire
in the spring of 2019. I have been practicing for 43 years and have 1700 active
patients most of which I have been seeing
for years. Office is completely digital &
chartless with 2 treatments and 2 hygiene
rooms available average yearly collections
of $450,000 working 4 days a week. Staff
have years of experience know patients
well and willing to stay.
Contact: William Thornton | 757-562-6223
|wnthornton47@yahoo.com
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6252 – Dental Practice For Sale –
Pennington Gap, VA 24277
Description: Southwest, VA. Very busy
Practice for 30 Plus years. 4 Spacious
operatories, Digital X- rays, Planmeca ,
Vertical Bitewings, Cone Beam.Operative
Microscope, Office building For sale or rent
Contact: Dr James M Roberson | 276-5463121 office | 276-220-6462 cell |
jmrdental@gmail.com
6276 – Private Practice Ownership –
Outright Purchase or Mentorship
Atlantic Dental Care has multiple purchase
and associateship opportunities for general
dentists. ADC is a group practice model
100% owned by its member dentists. Our
117 dentists have a shared vision of delivering quality care in the Hampton Roads
communities (Williamsburg to Virginia
Beach) we serve through 74 locally owned
dental offices. We are a group practice for
dentists by dentists. Tired of working for
someone else come join us and begin your
pathway to ownership of your own practice
as we preserve traditional private prac-

tice. Benefits include 401k profit sharing,
health/disability insurance, pretax childcare, flexible spending, and health savings
accounts. Whether you’re tired of working
for someone else, a recent graduate or
student ADC has opportunities for outright
purchase as well as mentorships. Meet
the dentists of ADC at https://youtu.be/
D1LBEvGgIu8 and http://www.atlanticdentalcare.net/. Forward inquiries/ resume for
opportunities. Confidentiality Assured.
Contact: Marina | 757-455-5554 |
atlanticdentalcare@cox.net

6319 - Fairfax, VA Dental Practice for
Sale - #VA166
Beautiful new office in the heart of Northern VA. 3000sf of usable space, with beautiful Adec equipment and fully digitized
systems. The practice is annualizing to do
over $300K in its first full year of operation.
A great opportunity for any existing practice owner looking to expand or first time
practice entrepreneur! For details contact
Henry Schein Professional Practice Transition Sales Consultant
Contact: Curtis Regimbal | 804-357-3581
curtis.regimbal@henryschein.com

6311 – Practice for Sale, Leesburg, VA
Thriving long established General Dental
Practice, 5 equipped treatment rooms
interchangeable for doctor/hygienists,
averages $800,000 collections past two
years, 50+ hygiene hrs/wk on 4 1/2 day
week, 30% hygiene production, computerized office, digital Pan-Xray, 1380 sq/ft free
standing building. Fantastic opportunity!
Contact: Tim Lott, CPA | 410-616-2058 |
tlott@dentalcpas.com

6321 - Springfield, VA Dental Practice
for Sale - #VA169
Springfield, VA- Oral Surgery practice in
area 50+ years! Incredible referral network
established. Patients of multiple generations continue to come to this practice
because of the level of care and attention
they receive. The Seller willing to stay on
to facilitate transferring his life's work to the
new owner. Great for new specialist. For
more details contact Henry Schein Professional Practice Transition Sales Consultant
Curtis Regimbal, 804-357-3581,
curtis.regimbal@henryschein.com.
#VA169

UPCOMING MOM PROJECTS 2019
 VCU Class of 2019 MOM

April 24, 2019 (new site)

VCU School of Den�stry and Dental Hygiene, 520 N. 12th Street, Richmond, VA 23298

 Special Olympics MOM

June 8, 2019

St. Christopher’s School, 711 St. Christopher’s Road, Richmond, VA 23226

 Wise MOM

July 12‐13, 2019

1 College Avenue, Wise, VA 24293

 Mar�nsville MOM

November 2, 2019

(new site)

Uptown Ministry Center, 145 E. Main Street, Mar�nsville, VA 24112

 Homeless Connect

Celebra�ng
20 Years of Service
to those in need
2000‐2019

November 12, 2019

Greater Richmond Conven�on Center, 403 N. Third Street, Richmond, VA 23219

We hope you will join us!

Volunteer registra�on: www.vdaf.org
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Virginia Dental Association
3460 Mayland Ct, Ste. 110
Richmond, VA 23233
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Services
VIRGINIA DENTAL ASSOCIATION

VIRGINIA
MEETING
Virginia Dental

PEER REVIEWED MEMBERS-ONLY BENEFITS
A S S O C I A T I O N

By utilizing the VDA Services endorsed vendors, VDA members can enjoy the peace of mind that comes with using recommended
companies, take advantage of special benefits and receive discounted pricing all while supporting the VDA. Since 1997, VDA Services
has been pleased to provide over $3.2 Million in funding to the VDA, VDAF, VCU School of Dentistry and others.

ENDORSED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
ACG
acgworldwide.com/vda
(800) 231-6409

BEST CARD
BestCardTeam.com
(877) 739-3952

LEADERSHIP BY DESIGN
lbdtransitions.com
(804) 897-5900

SOLMETEX
solmetex.com
(800) 216-5505

ASSOCIATION GLOVES AND SUPPLIES
vdaservicesgloves.com
(877) 484-6149

CARECREDIT
carecredit.com/dental
(866) 246-9227

MEDPRO GROUP
medpro.com
(800) 4MEDPRO ext. 119660

TSI
tsico.com/virginia-dental
(703) 556-3424

BANK OF AMERICA PRACTICE SOLUTIONS
bankofamerica.com/practicesolutions
(800) 497-6076

DEMANDFORCE
go.demandforce.com/
VirginiaDental
(801) 847-4097

PAYCHEX
paychex.com
(800) 729-2439
Use Code 5648

US BANK
adavisa.com/36991
(888) 327-2265 ext 36991

iCORECONNECT
iCoreConnect.com/vda
(888) 810-7706

PROSITES
prosites.com/vda
(888) 932-3644

B&B INSURANCE
bb-insurance.com
(877) 832-9113

VDA Services is a service mark
of the Virginia Dental Association.
VDA Services is a program brought
to you by the Virginia Dental Services
Corporation, a for-profit subsidiary
of the Virginia Dental Association.

Credit Card Processing

®
TM

Website Design and Marketing

Clearly the leader in amalgam separation

